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Abstract 
 

In an effort to provide insight into how public consultation processes might be more 

effectively designed in Canada’s North, I took an Action Research approach and utilized 

Christopher Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction as a tool for assessing the effectiveness of the  

Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation processes in addressing and meeting stakeholders 

interests. Additional research components included identifying how the regulatory requirements 

mandated by the National Energy Board affected the design of the project proponents’ (i.e. 

industry’s) public consultation processes and whether the use of mediation in public consultation 

could help foster greater stakeholder outcome satisfaction. Research findings suggest that 

although the proponents did not achieve near-optimal stakeholder outcome satisfaction as 

intended, they did conduct effective and successful public consultation processes whose design, 

although guided by the requirements of the National Energy Board and the regulatory partners to 

the Cooperation Plan, largely hinged on their own stakeholder engagement philosophies. 

Research findings further indicate that neither the Mackenzie Gas Project proponents nor 

stakeholders see a benefit in utilizing mediation as part of public consultation in Canada’s North 

and overwhelmingly indicated that its use as part of the Mackenzie Gas Project public 

consultation processes would not have increased their outcome satisfaction. Following an 

analysis of my research findings, I conclude the project by offering recommendations to 

Mackenzie Gas Project proponents. I also offer more general recommendations to be taken into 

consideration for future similar projects in Canada’s North.    
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Introduction 

 As the second-largest country in the world by geographic area with a total population 

of just over 34 million – of which 90% lives within 160 kilometers of the United States border 

(Central Intelligence Agency, 2012) – Canada is in a unique and “enviable position of having 

abundant unconventional1 natural gas and crude oil resources that far exceed our domestic 

energy requirements” (Collyer, 2012, p. 1). According to a 2008 U.S. Geological Survey, “90 

billion barrels of oil, 1,669 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 44 billion barrels of natural gas 

liquids may remain to be found in the Arctic” (Bird, Charpentier, Gautier, Houseknecht, Klett, 

Pitman, Moore, Schenk, Tennyson, & Wandrey, 2008, para.1). Furthermore, research on global 

climate change indicates that temperatures in the Arctic are rising twice as fast as they are in 

other parts of the globe and are having a significant impact on the increased rate of the Arctic ice 

melt (National Resource Defence Council, 2005). These factors, coupled with a growing global 

population, increased standards of living in many developing countries (Collyer, 2012), and an 

ever-growing appetite for the consumption of natural resources, are leading to a real possibility 

for an increase and expansion of natural resource exploration  and development into the 

Canadian Arctic.  

 Although not a new phenomenon, the potential for large-scale natural resource 

exploration and development project expansion into Canada’s North has escalated the long-

standing debate about the impacts versus benefits of such projects. Specifically, at the heart of 

the discussion is the debate regarding the environmental and social impacts that may accompany 

                                           
1

“As new technologies are introduced, oil and natural gas producers are able to produce “unconventional” oil and natural gas resources that 
were previously impossible to obtain. Unlike the conventional pools of oil and natural gas, unconventional oil and natural gas are much more 
difficult to produce because it is harder to get the oil and natural gas to move through the rock. Think of the difference between a sponge and a 
piece of clay. Unconventional oil and natural gas, shale gas in particular, has been called the future of gas supply in North America. While its 
development is in the very early stages in Alberta, it has tremendous economic potential and we know the interest in these considerable resources 
will increase. Regardless of how they are produced or the rock they come from, unconventional oil and natural gas are essentially the same as 
their conventional counterparts. The term “unconventional” simply refers to the methods that are used, as well as the types of rock from which 
the oil and natural gas are produced” (Energy Resources Conservation Board, 2012, pgs. 1-2). 
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such projects (Chance & Andreeva, 1995) – with an emphasis on the traditional lifestyle of 

Aboriginal peoples – versus the short and long-term community and national economic benefits. 

The magnification of this debate can be explained in part by the global state of economic 

fragility, which has increased a Canada-wide need for economic growth stimulus, and in part by 

higher-than-ever access to and demand for information facilitated through social media. This has 

placed great pressure on natural resource companies to increasingly be forced to operate in a 

socially responsible and transparent manner, while this debate can be exemplified by many of the 

present-day energy development projects taking place in North America. These include the 

TransCanada Keystone XL pipeline project, Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline Project and the 

expansion of the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain Pipeline, to name a few. It is my opinion that 

the varying interests and needs of the parties involved in these types of projects will remain a 

significant barrier to the realization of future resource exploration and development projects and 

will continue being a primary source of disagreement between proponents, stakeholders, social 

interest groups, and society at-large.  

 To help mitigate both silent or hidden and overt conflict from arising out of proposed 

natural resource exploration and development projects, it is crucial to engage in dialogue with 

those affected by the proposed project(s). This practice is recognized as necessary not only in 

conflict management literature (i.e. Nuttall, 2008; Straus, 1978) but also in Canadian industry 

and regulatory guidelines (i.e. Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, 2003). As future 

project operators, project proponents are mandated by the Government of Canada as well as 

various local and national regulatory bodies, such as the National Energy Board, to engage in 

public consultation prior to a decision being made in relation to the project’s approval. Little, 

however, is known about the effects that regulatory requirements have on the design of the 
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proponents’ public consultation models and how effective those models are in addressing 

stakeholder interests and needs to achieve satisfactory results that will ensure long-term project 

feasibility and success.  

 To provide insight on this topic, I grounded my academic research in the proposed 

Mackenzie Gas Project in the Northwest Territories and have utilized Christopher Moore’s 

Triangle of Satisfaction – a “framework for identifying the needs and interests of stakeholders 

involved in a dispute or conflict” (C. Moore, personal communication, January 26, 2012) – as a 

tool for assessing the Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation processes.  I have chosen to 

focus my research on the Mackenzie Gas Project as it is an “unprecedented project in the North – 

in size, scope, and in the opportunity it represents for Northerners and all Canadians” (Aboriginal 

Affairs and Northern Development Canada, 2010a, para. 1). Furthermore, it is a project that has 

attracted significant national attention since the mid-1970s, has experienced a robust public 

consultation program, and on December 16, 2010 received regulatory approval from the National 

Energy Board to move forward with construction and operation pending additional 

authorizations and permits from other boards and government agencies.  

Chapter 1: Overview of the Major Research Project 

1.1. Purpose of the Research and its Significance  

 1.1.1. Research objective. The objective of this research project is to determine how 

effective the Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation processes were in addressing and 

meeting stakeholder interests. Other components of the study include determining the impact that 

the National Energy Board’s regulatory requirements may have had on the design of each project 

proponents’ public consultation process for its component of the Mackenzie Gas Project, and 
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whether the use of mediation might benefit the outcome success of future public consultation 

processes in Canada’s North.  

 1.1.2. The need for research. There currently exists a lack of consensus in conflict 

management literature regarding the attributes or features that conflict management frameworks 

should incorporate to achieve successful outcomes that are both effective and sustainable. There 

also exists a large research gap on the topic of how best to design conflict management 

processes, including public consultation processes, that will address stakeholder interests and 

needs to achieve successful, satisfactory, and sustainable outcomes.  

 Expanding the current research on this topic through this research paper has allowed for 

a broadening of the pragmatic understanding of public consultation within the context of the 

natural resources industry in Canada. It has provided an assessment of the public consultation 

processes employed in the Mackenzie Gas Project and has begun an evaluation of public 

consultation as a tool for effectively managing stakeholder relations in Canada’s North. 

Additionally, this research has allowed for an expansion of the currently sparse documentation 

pertaining to the overall impact that the requirements set by government regulatory bodies have 

on the design of project proponents’ public consultation processes. Lastly, it has provided insight 

to my sponsoring organization– the Canadian International Institute of Applied Negotiation – on 

whether a different alternative dispute resolution method – mediation – might provide more 

satisfactory outcomes if proactively utilized as part of the public consultation process.  

 1.1.3. Research significance. Understanding the gaps between the intended versus 

actual outcome satisfaction resulting from public consultation is an important step in obtaining 

practical information and insight into how such a process might be more effectively designed to 

better meet stakeholder interests in the context of Canada’s North. Although the proponent’s 
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intent may be to satisfy all of the stakeholder’s interests through the public consultation process, 

the reality as perceived by the stakeholder might be quite different. Therefore, understanding the 

gaps between the initial process design or the proponent’s intent versus and the actual outcome 

satisfaction as experienced by the stakeholder is critical for determining the types of interests that 

proponents should focus on and emphasize during public consultation. This is an important 

learning as it will allow for more effective public consultation processes in future similar projects 

that will be more readily positioned to fully satisfy stakeholder interests and needs, and achieve a 

successful proponent-stakeholder relationship while ensuring project sustainability. 

 Furthermore, understanding the impact that regulatory requirements mandated by the 

National Energy Board have on the design of a public consultation process will help fill an 

existing literary gap regarding the practical impact that regulatory requirements have on the 

manner in which project proponent’s consult with stakeholders. Lastly, understanding the 

potential benefit or lack thereof of mediation within the context of public consultation in 

Canada’s North will allow for new knowledge that will provide professional mediators, 

mediation services, and other interested parties with insight into the perceived value of mediation 

within the context of natural resource exploration and development as determined by both 

Mackenzie Gas Project proponents and stakeholders.      

1.2. Scope of the Research Project 

 Given the limited time allowable for the completion of this Major Research Project 

while choosing to ground my research in a very complex natural resource development project – 

the Mackenzie Gas Project –  it is important to recognize that the scope of this research project 

has been deliberately limited and simplified to meet its objectives. Rather than being an in-depth 

analysis of each of the Mackenzie Gas Project public consultation processes conducted by 
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Imperial Oil Resources Ventures Limited (Imperial Oil) – the project operator, ConocoPhillips 

Canada [North] Limited (ConocoPhillips Canada), and Shell Canada Limited (Shell Canada), it 

is a research project that will only begin to ‘peel the onion’ so-to-speak. Its purpose is to provide 

insight into the proponents’ success in achieving their intended outcome satisfaction, to enable 

an outcome success snapshot by both project component and region, and to provide a big-picture 

view that will show overall outcome satisfaction of all stakeholders interviewed regardless of the 

project component they were consulted for or region consulted within.  

 Furthermore, although other proponents of the Mackenzie Gas Project included the 

Mackenzie Valley Aboriginal Pipeline Limited Partnership (Aboriginal Pipeline Group) and 

ExxonMobil Canada Properties (ExxonMobil Canada), these two proponents were deliberately 

excluded from the research project as neither participated in their own or joint public 

consultation activities for the Mackenzie Gas Project.  

1.3. Research Question and Sub-questions 

 To achieve the objective of this research project, the central research question explored 

was: How successful were Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation processes in achieving 

their intended outcome satisfaction?  

Furthermore, the research project sought to provide insight on the following two research 

sub-questions:  

1) How did the requirements mandated by the National Energy Board affect the design of the 

Mackenzie Gas Project proponents’ public consultation processes? 

2)  Could the use of mediation in public consultation help achieve greater stakeholder outcome 

satisfaction?  
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1.4. Definition of Research Terminology 

1.4.1. Public consultation.   

“The process of involving all affected parties in the design, planning and operation of a 

project. The process requires that the proponents give the parties to be consulted notice of 

the matter in sufficient form and detail to allow them to prepare their views on the matter. 

They are also given a reasonable amount of time to prepare their views and an 

opportunity to present their views to the proponents, who consider the views presented, 

fully and impartially” (Mackenzie Gas Project, 2012a).  

1.4.2. Mediation.  “A process of dispute resolution in which disputants elect to meet with 

an expert, impartial, neutral third party for the purpose of assisting them to formulate 

their own consensual resolution of the matters at issue between them” (Canadian 

International Institute of Applied Negotiation, 2012, p. 8-3). 

1.4.3. Stakeholders.  

“Industry activities often affect surrounding areas and populations. People with an 

interest in these activities are considered stakeholders. They may include nearby 

landowners, municipalities, Aboriginal communities, recreational land users, other 

industries, environmental groups, governments and regulators” (Canadian Association of 

Petroleum Producers, 2012). 

1.4.4. Interest.  “Any objective substantive, procedural or psychological desire, need, 

concern, fear or hope which underlies the negotiation positions taken by a disputant” 

(Canadian International Institute of Applied Negotiation, 2012, p. 8-2). 
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1.4.5. Christopher Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction. 

  1.4.5.1. What is the Triangle of Satisfaction? Christopher Moore describes and 

defines the Triangle of Satisfaction as follows: 

 “The Triangle of Satisfaction is a framework for identifying the needs and 

interests of stakeholders involved in a dispute or conflict.  In the context of development 

conflicts, stakeholders may include but are not limited to members of affected 

communities, public interest groups, concerned government agencies and the project 

proponent. 

The Triangle identifies three kinds of needs and interests - 

psychological/relational, procedural and substantive.  Stakeholders’ needs and interests, 

which may be similar and held in common or different, are important to be recognized, 

considered, addressed and met if a satisfactory working relationship is to be built between 

the parties; a successful information exchange, problem solving procedure, negotiation or 

other issue/dispute resolution process is to occur; or a mutually acceptable substantive 

outcome to the dispute is to be achieved.   

The needs or interests of specific stakeholders may vary in importance or change 

over time, with some parties placing more importance or emphasis on one set of desires, 

wants or concerns than another.  Increasing stakeholders’ understandings of each other’s 

needs and interests can enable them to better develop mutually acceptable approaches, 

procedures and solutions to their issues, concerns or problems” (C. Moore, personal 

communication, January 26, 2012). 
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  1.4.5.2. Procedural Outcome Satisfaction. Procedural Outcome Satisfaction 

refers to stakeholder satisfaction with the conflict management process. 

  1.4.5.3. Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction. Refers to the 

stakeholders’ emotional satisfaction with the conflict management process and/or relationship 

satisfaction that was achieved during or as a result of the conflict management process.  

  1.4.5.4. Substantive Outcome Satisfaction. Refers to the stakeholders’ 

satisfaction with the content or substance of the conflict management process. 
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1.4.6. National Energy Board.  

“The National Energy Board (NEB or Board) is an independent federal agency 

established in 1959 by the Parliament of Canada to regulate international and 

interprovincial aspects of the oil, gas and electric utility industries. The purpose of the 

NEB is to regulate pipelines, energy development and trade in the Canadian public 

interest” (National Energy Board, 2011a, para.1).  

Its “role as regulator is to oversee that safety and environmental issues associated with 

construction, operation and abandonment of regulated facilities are identified and managed by 

the owners of these facilities” (National Energy Board, 2011b, p. 18). 

 1.4.7. Cooperation Plan. The Cooperation Plan is a made-in-the-North collaboration 

plan that was developed in response to the realization by regulatory agencies that would be 

impacted by the Mackenzie Gas Project that “there would be substantial duplication and overlap 

of public review processes if each agency worked alone” (National Energy Board, 2011b, p.20). 

The Cooperation Plan “provided a framework for a joint environmental impact assessment 

process that met the requirements of the Inuvialuit Final Agreement, the Mackenzie Valley 

Resource Management Act and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act” (National Energy 

Board, 2011b, p. 20). Sixteen regulatory agencies were partners to the Cooperation Plan, 

including the: Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board, Mackenzie Valley Environmental 

Impact Review Board, Gwich’in Land and Water Board, Sahtu Land and Water Board, 

Northwest Territories Water Board, Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency,  

Environmental Impact Review Board for the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Joint Secretariat for 

the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Environmental Impact Screening Committee for the Inuvialuit 

Settlement Region, Inuvialuit Game Council, Inuvialuit Land Administration, Inuvialuit Land 
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Administration Commission, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (now 

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada), Nominee of the Deh Cho First Nation to 

the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board, Government of the Northwest Territories, and the 

Government of Yukon.   

1.5. Research Methodology and Process 

 1.5.1. Research methodology. To achieve the objectives of this research project, I 

determined Action Research to be the most appropriate research methodology considering it is “a 

type of applied research that focuses on finding a solution to a local problem in a local setting” 

(Leedy & Ormrod, 2010, p. 108). The Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation processes are 

the ‘local problem’ in this case, while the ‘local setting’ are the Northwest Territories. Action 

Research is “an iterative process involving researchers and practitioners acting together on a 

particular cycle of activities, including problem diagnosis, action intervention, and reflective 

learning” (Avison, Lau, Myers, & Nielsen, 1999, p. 94). Its “fundamental purpose…is to 

improve practice rather than produce information and data” (China-Doll Custom Research Paper 

Writing Services, 2012, para. 5), which was the fundamental purpose of this research project. 

The recommendations that were produced as a result of this research project helped offer 

improvements to public consultation practice for energy projects in Canada’s North.  

 Both the Mackenzie Gas Project’s proponents and stakeholders were actively involved in 

research activities to satisfy the project’s objectives and enable reflective learning. Proponents, 

who are also public consultation practitioners, were involved in identifying the intent of their 

public consultation processes as well as the impact that the National Energy Board’s regulatory 

requirements may have had on the design of their public consultation processes. Local residents 

on the other hand, as community members of the Northwest Territories and stakeholders of the 
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Mackenzie Project, were involved in helping identify how effective the proponents’ public 

consultation processes actually were in satisfying their Procedural, Relational/ Psychological and 

Substantive interests. The proponents were also involved in determining whether mediation, as 

an alternative dispute resolution method, was considered and/or utilized as part of the public 

consultation processes. Stakeholders were then asked whether mediation could have changed 

their outcome satisfaction with the public consultation process(es) they participated in and 

whether they believe it could benefit future similar processes.  

1.5.1.1. Industry and community-based perspective. Gaining both an industry (i.e. 

proponent) as well as a community-based perspective on the Mackenzie Gas Project’s public 

consultation activities was an invaluable step in actively involving research participants in 

problem diagnosis and reflective learning. It allowed the proponents and stakeholders a unique 

sense of empowerment and ownership over the Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation 

processes and helped produce reflective research learning cycles that have been further explained 

in the ‘Research Process’ section.  

The industry perspective was based on interviews with proponents of the Mackenzie Gas 

Project who conducted public consultation activities for their component of the Mackenzie Gas 

Project during an identical time-period. They included Imperial Oil, ConocoPhillips Canada, and 

Shell Canada. Their perspective allowed a comparison of public consultation processes across a 

small sample of companies in Canada’s oil and gas sector to determine if and how they differed 

from each other when applied to the same project. Specifically, it allowed the proponents to 

identify the intent of their public consultation processes in regard to addressing and meeting 

stakeholder interests that would then identify how, if at all, their intent and public consultation 

activities varied.  It depicted the industry’s or proponents’ ‘side of the story’.  
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The community-based perspective then allowed for testing of the industry perspective to 

determine whether the communities and community members in the Northwest Territories, who 

had been consulted for the various components of the Mackenzie Gas Project, did in fact 

experience the processes as had been intended by the proponents. Community members were 

able to reflect on the public consultation process(es) they participated in and were able to provide 

feedback that they may not have otherwise been able to provide as part of their formal 

relationship with the project proponents. While empowering, the true value of this perspective is 

that it enabled ‘by the people, for the people’ recommendations for future similar public 

consultation processes in Canada’s North.  Community members of the Northwest Territories, as 

stakeholders, were able to offer constructive criticism to proponents, which as public 

consultation practitioners they could then choose to incorporate into future similar practices.  

Although my interview sample representing the community perspective is relatively 

small compared to the total number of Mackenzie Gas Project public consultation participants, it 

is one that is both cross-sectoral and cross-regional, making it a representative one. Out of the 14 

stakeholders interviewed, 7 were from the Inuvialuit Settlement Region and 7 were from the 

Sahtu Settlement Area. Within the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, 5 of the interviewees 

represented a hunters and trappers perspective, 1 represented a community corporation 

perspective, while 1 represented a local municipal government perspective and was able to speak 

on behalf of the community he represented during the public consultation portion of the 

Mackenzie Gas Project. In the Sahtu Settlement Area, 4 interviewees spoke on behalf of 3 

different land corporations, while 3 spoke on behalf of local government – all are involved in 

different capacities at the local municipal level with one having had a role on a local land and 

water board during public consultation for the Mackenzie Gas Project.  
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1.5.1.2. Access to interviewees. To gain access to project proponents as well as 

stakeholders in the Northwest Territories, I elicited the help of two expert informants who had 

been actively involved in public consultation activities for their company’s component of the 

Mackenzie Gas Project. One of the expert informants (Expert A) played a crucial role throughout 

the duration of the research project by assisting me with identification of both key proponents 

and stakeholders. He contacted, on my behalf, some of the Mackenzie Gas Project’s key 

stakeholders to help encourage and facilitate interview participation and asked interviewees to 

help connect me to other stakeholders within their network that might be interested in partaking 

in my research project. The other expert informant (Expert B) was integral in connecting me to 

some of the key proponents and interview candidates at the early stages of the research project. 

Both expert informants were invaluable in regard to the background information and relevant 

context they were able to provide me with in relation to the Mackenzie Gas Project, allowing me 

good working knowledge of the project and its public consultation program structure prior to the 

official start of interviews.  

I also elicited the assistance of a third expert informant (Expert C) – a former employee 

of the National Energy Board. I was introduced to Expert C by Expert A with the intent of 

helping me better understand the National Energy Board’s role in cross-provincial energy 

projects and specifically the Mackenzie Gas Project. 

Furthermore, aside from the expert informants, I elicited the help of a friend’s family 

member who lives and works in the Sahtu Settlement Area to help connect me with individuals 

who participated in public consultation for the Mackenzie Gas Project. I was also referred by 

Imperial Oil’s corporate head office to their community liaisons for the Mackenzie Gas Project 

stationed in Fort Simpson, Norman Wells, and Inuvik. The liaisons, with the exception of the 
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Fort Simpson liaison, provided me with lists (some shorter than others) of contact names and 

organizations that took part in the public consultation processes. Except for the list provided to 

me by the Inuvialuit Settlement Region liaison who first emailed all of the organizations to 

introduce me and my research project, it was up to me to cold-call each one of the contacts 

provided to me to inquire whether they or someone in their organization who took part in the 

Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation activities would be willing to participate in my 

research project. This method of introduction was not as effective as the personal introductions 

that had been facilitated by Expert A and my friend’s family member, although it did offer more 

success in the Sahtu Settlement Area than in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region.  

1.5.2. Research process.  The research process for this Major Research Project was 

divided into three stages: I) Planning Stage; II) Interview Stage 1; III) Interview Stage 2. These 

three stages produced three research cycles as identified by loops 1, 2 and 3 in the diagram 

outlining the research process in its entirety (see next page).  
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1.5.2.1. Planning stage. The bedrock of this research project was Christopher Moore’s 

Triangle of Satisfaction. During the planning stage, desk research had been conducted to identify 

the requirements (if any) that the National Energy Board may have placed on the Mackenzie Gas 

Project’s public consultation program. The purpose of the desk research was to obtain an overall 

sense of the structure of Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation program in preparation for 

the two interview stages – Interview Stages 1 and 2.  

1.5.2.2. Interview stage 1. Once the Planning Stage had been completed, the research 

moved into Interview Stage 1 during which I travelled to Calgary, Alberta to meet with senior 

company officials who were directly involved in public consultation activities for their 

company’s component of the Mackenzie Gas Project. This included meetings with a 

representative from Imperial Oil, a representative from Shell Canada, and three representatives 
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from ConocoPhillips Canada – all of whom had extensive knowledge of their company’s public 

consultation program for the Mackenzie Gas Project.  

The aim of the in-person proponent interviews was to: i) learn about each proponent’s 

public consultation model and activities; ii) identify how the National Energy Board’s regulatory 

requirements affected the design of the proponents’ public consultation models; iii) confirm the 

component(s) of the project that each proponent conducted public consultations for and the 

region(s) that each proponent undertook public consultation activities in; iv) identify whether 

mediation had been utilized as part of each proponents’ public consultation activities and inquire 

as to whether the proponents see a benefit in incorporating mediation into future similar public 

consultation processes; v) create a custom Triangle of Satisfaction for each company’s public 

consultation model by identifying the interests it was designed to meet based on Moore’s 

Triangle of Satisfaction. 

Following the Calgary interviews, I also met with two senior officials from the 

Aboriginal Pipeline Group via telephone to obtain an overall sense of the Aboriginal Pipeline 

Group’s role and involvement in the Mackenzie Gas Project. The aim of the interview was to 

clarify whether or not the Aboriginal Pipeline Group had independently carried-out any public 

consultation activities within the communities they represent in the Northwest Territories, and to 

obtain their opinion regarding whether mediation might benefit future public consultation 

processes for similar energy exploration and development projects.  

1.5.2.3. Interview stage 1 data analysis. After all proponent interviews had been 

completed, I designed a custom Triangle of Satisfaction for each company’s public consultation 

process by tabulating the interests/ needs it was designed to address/ satisfy. I was able to do so 

based on an interview questionnaire that asked each company to identify whether or not their 
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public consultation process intended to satisfy each of the specific stakeholder interests and 

needs listed in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction.  This allowed me to discover whether each 

company’s public consultation process excluded any outcome satisfaction types or interests 

listed in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction and allowed me to identify each company’s intended 

stakeholder outcome satisfaction (i.e. a company’s public consultation model may have only 

intended to satisfy some rather than all of the stakeholder interests and needs listed under each 

outcome satisfaction type in Moore’s triangle, or, it may have partially or fully satisfied only two 

of the three outcome satisfaction types – Procedural and Substantive but not 

Relational/Psychological).  

The data gathered through Interview Stage 1 relating to each proponents’ intended 

outcome satisfaction was tabulate as follows:  

a) List of interests/ needs in Moore’s triangle – categorized under each outcome type 

(control column);  

b) List of interests/ needs in company’s triangle – categorized under each outcome type; 

and 

c) List of interests/ needs in Moore’s triangle that the company (proponent) did not have 

full confidence it was able to address/ satisfy – also categorized by outcome type. This method of 

analysis at this stage of the research process allowed me to recognize gaps (if any) between the 

custom Triangle of Satisfaction representing each company’s public consultation process and 

Moore’s triangle. It also allowed me to identify the design set-backs, if any, of each company’s 

public consultation process in being able to achieve optimal outcome satisfaction (satisfying all 

of the interests and needs listed under each outcome satisfaction type in Moore’s triangle) before 

the research process moved into Interview Stage 2. Lastly, this method of analysis allowed me to 
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obtain a ‘big picture’ view of the public consultation processes and their collective gaps, by 

merging all three company triangles into one, which I would later compare to the ‘big picture’ 

derived from stakeholder interviews.  

1.5.2.4. Interview stage 2. Following the Interview Stage 1 data analysis, the research 

process proceeded to Interview Stage 2 to identify the actual outcome satisfaction achieved by 

each proponent’s public consultation process. Interviewees were guided through an identical 

series of questions based on Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction that had been posed to the 

Mackenzie Gas Project proponents in Interview Stage 1 (see Appendix 1). However, unlike 

proponent interviews, the stakeholder interviews were conducted via phone or questionnaire, 

which they could fill-out independently.  

Stakeholders were asked to identify the component of the Mackenzie Gas Project they 

were consulted for and were asked to confirm the proponent that they had been consulted by. 

They were then asked to identify the Procedural, Relational/ Psychological, and Substantive 

interests that the proponent they were consulted by successfully satisfied through its public 

consultation activities. Stakeholders were also asked whether they felt that the use of mediation 

may have altered or improved their overall outcome satisfaction with the public consultation 

process they participated in, and whether they felt that mediation could benefit the outcome of 

future similar public consultation activities. 

1.5.2.5. Interview stage 2 data analysis. To analyze the data obtained through Interview 

Stage 2, I used Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction and placed a check mark ( ) or ‘X’ next to the 

interest/ need that the interviewee felt the proponent they were consulted by had or had not 

satisfied. This data tabulation method allowed me to gain a big picture of the interests and needs 
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that were fully versus partially satisfied through the Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation 

processes, subsequently depicted in the Stakeholder ‘Big Picture’ Triangle of Satisfaction.   

The data relating to the mediation questions was also tabulated to help identify a pattern 

of responses, if any. 

1.5.2.6. Data analysis following interview stages 1 and 2. After obtaining a ‘big picture’ 

view of the stakeholders’ overall outcome satisfaction with the public consultation processes, 

regardless of the project proponent consulted by, component consulted for, or region consulted 

in, I re-tabulated the available data for further analysis. I re-grouped stakeholder data according 

to the component of the Mackenzie Gas Project they were consulted for (disclaimer: this did 

result in overall double-counting as a single interviewee may have been consulted for more than 

one component of the project, which means their data would have been utilized in analysis of 

each component separately), to be able to create a Triangle of Satisfaction for each project 

component that I could then compare to the corresponding proponent’s triangle from data 

analysis stage 1 (i.e. the Niglintgak triangle would be compared to Shell Canada’s triangle 

considering Shell Canada led public consultations for that component of the Mackenzie Gas 

Project).  This form of analysis allowed me to identify the intended versus actual outcome 

satisfaction as experienced by the project stakeholders. 

I also re-grouped the data based on the region in the Northwest Territories that the 

proponents were consulted in. From this data, I was able to create two separate triangles of 

satisfaction for the Inuvialuit Settlement Region and Sahtu Settlement Area to depict the overall 

outcome satisfaction in those two regions, regardless of the proponent consulted by or project 

component consulted for. This led to information regarding overall outcome satisfaction in two 

distinct regions of the Northwest Territories strongly impacted by the Mackenzie Gas Project.  
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Lastly, from my interviews with project stakeholders, I was able to obtain data regarding 

anything that in their opinion the project proponents could have done differently to increase the 

stakeholders’ overall outcome satisfaction with the public consultation process they participated 

in and the Mackenzie Gas Project overall. This additional data helped create a basis for my 

recommendations to project proponents regarding issues that should be kept in mind as part of 

future similar public consultation processes. 

1.5.3. Reality of doing research in the Northwest Territories. Graduate research in the 

Northwest Territories proved a greater challenge than I had anticipated. It required a significant 

amount of patience and persistence, yet provided a glimpse into the uniqueness of the North as 

well as some of the difficulties faced by ‘outsiders’ endeavoring to consult Northerners for 

various business projects. 

1.5.3.1. Scientific research licence. Before conducting any type of research within the 

Northwest Territories, all researchers (academic and professional) are required to apply for a 

Scientific Research Licence through the Aurora Research Institute in Inuvik. Following a $158 

application payment, applicants are asked to allow up to three months for application processing, 

during which time they may not conduct any type of research in the Northwest Territories at the 

risk of financial and possibly legal reprimand.  

As part of the application, researchers are asked to identify the regions and communities 

within the Northwest Territories that they intend to conduct research in. This portion of the 

application proved crucial in determining the length of time it took for the application to be 

processed. Upon receiving the application, the Aurora Research Institute shares the application 

with all noted communities for feedback prior to application approval. If the community provides 

questions or feedback, the Aurora Research Institute shares those with the applicant who is 
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subsequently tasked with directly following-up with that community to answer questions and 

address concerns. If a community chooses to abstain from participating in the research project, 

they are removed from a final list provided to the applicant of communities and organizations 

they may approach for participation in the research project.  

Having not been affiliated with the Mackenzie Gas Project or its proponents prior to this 

research project, I was unaware of the stakeholders I was going to be able to interview as I was 

submitting my application to the Aurora Research Institute and therefore indicated that my 

project would impact all of the regions and communities of the Northwest Territories. My 

thoughts were that in order to gain a representative sample for my research project, I needed the 

ability to speak with community members impacted by the Mackenzie Gas Project across the 

Northwest Territories. Certainly, a more time efficient method would have been to indicate the 

specific groups and communities I would be approaching for interviews; however, this method 

was simply unfeasible.  

It took just short of three months from the time I had submitted my research application 

for the Aurora Research Institute to issue my Scientific Research Licence (see Appendix 2). 

During the time I spent waiting for the research licence I experienced very limited contact with 

the Aurora Research Institute and unless solicited, received no feedback concerning the progress 

of my application. Communities were not readily reviewing my research licence shared with 

them by the Aurora Research Institute, which caused a delay in issuing of the licence. Overall, 

the length of time it took to obtain the Scientific Research Licence limited my ability to legally 

interact with potential project participants and allowed for no more than two-three weeks of 

active research time.  
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1.5.3.2. Stakeholder willingness to participate in research. Having worked and 

interacted with stakeholders in the Northwest Territories, I was strongly urged by my expert 

informants to physically travel to the Northwest Territories to conduct face-to-face stakeholder 

interviews. However, as I was unable to obtain funding that would be necessary for this type of 

travel ($5,000-$10,000 Canadian), I was required to appropriate my engagement method to 

telephone interviews, which I was forewarned would be a challenge. I contacted a total of 35 

individuals and organizations in the Northwest Territories to inquire if they might have 15-30 

minutes to speak with me via telephone at a time of their convenience. I informed them of the 

purpose of my research and asked whether they would be willing to share their insight into the 

Mackenzie Gas Project public consultation process(es) they participated in. The willingness to 

participate was low as was overall interest in the topic. I was faced with some of the potential 

interviewees requesting payment per interview regardless of my student status. I was also 

provided with feedback that noted a general lack of time to participate in an interview and 

specifically, a lack of interest to participate in a telephone interview.  Additionally, in spite of the 

anonymity that was guaranteed to all stakeholders that took part in this research project, some 

chose not to participate due to a fear that their involvement in such a research project aiming to 

evaluate the work of Mackenzie Gas Project proponents may jeopardize their employment status.  

Through the process of soliciting Mackenzie Gas Project stakeholders for interviews, it 

became apparent that the low research participation interest also stemmed from apparent 

stakeholder fatigue. I was informed by those I spoke with that community members of the 

Northwest Territories receive frequent requests to participate in various types of research studies, 

which led me to believe that community members are likely beginning to feel over-studied. 

There also appears to be great resistance to interacting with ‘outsiders’, subsequently making 
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non-local student research exceptionally challenging. This accentuates a need for trusted third 

party introductions to local community members in the North, which Expert A and my friend’s 

family member facilitated for me, in an effort to help pioneer a sense of trust between the 

researcher and research participants that will help ensure research success.  

In an effort to provide an alternative method for participating in this research study, I 

transformed my telephone interview questionnaire into a written questionnaire that could be 

filled-out and subsequently returned to me; 4 of the 14 stakeholders (28.5%) that participated in 

this research project chose to participate via questionnaire rather than telephone interview, 

indicating it to be a success as well as a viable research engagement method in the North.  

Chapter 2: Literature Review

In this section, I present a review of literature that assists in situating the current research 

topic in discourse regarding alternative dispute resolution (ADR) process attributes deemed 

necessary for achieving successful conflict management outcomes. Literature offers a large 

number of conflict management frameworks that are made-up of unique combinations of 

attributes thought to be essential by various scholars and practitioners for achieving successful 

conflict management outcomes (e.g., Orr, Emerson, & Keyes, 2008; Andrew, 2001; Bourdeaux, 

O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985; Susskind, 1985). These frameworks 

are typically built to address unique contexts (e.g., Kumar, 2010; Andrew, 2001) and 

thematically reveal that scholars fail to agree on a combination of attributes necessary for 

achieving successful conflict management outcomes.  

In this literature review, I will draw on patterns and themes from the existing literature to 

present the recurring conflict management framework attributes thought necessary for achieving 

successful outcomes, including: i) mediator skills, knowledge and neutrality; ii) involvement and 
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selection of participants; iii) identification and generation of options that meet the needs, 

interests and concerns of the parties; iv) trust and relationship building; v) power-sharing; vi) 

communication; and  vii) process speed, flexibility and establishment of ground rules. These 

attributes will be explored in relation to the outcome satisfaction types (Procedural Outcome 

Satisfaction, Relational/Psychological Outcome Satisfaction, and Substantive Outcome 

Satisfaction) in Christopher Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction to establish a relationship between 

Moore’s Triangle and the existing literature. The recurring attributes that have not been 

incorporated into Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction will be grouped for the purpose of this 

literature review into a category termed ‘Other Outcome Satisfaction Attributes’.  

Additionally, I will also explore literature on those attributes (needs and interests) 

identified in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction that have not been thematically, unanimously, or 

distinctly identified by scholars and practitioners as necessary for achieving successful outcomes. 

This will be done to provide context to the relevance of these attributes.  

Once all recurring and relevant attributes have been presented and examined, I will 

summarize them and their relationship to each other. I will also summarize the relationship 

between the three outcome satisfaction types in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction. 

2.1. Procedural Outcome Satisfaction 

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction refers to the interests and needs of stakeholders that 

must be recognized, considered, addressed and met for process satisfaction to occur. The 

recurring attributes that coincide with those found in Moore’s Triangle are process speed, 

flexibility and establishment of ground rules, as well as power-sharing. The specific attribute in 

Moore’s Triangle that does not recur in literature but will be further explored to provide greater 

context for its relevance is the collection and dissemination of information.    
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2.1.1. Process speed, flexibility and establishment of ground rules. Process speed, 

flexibility, and establishment of ground rules are three conflict management framework attributes 

identified by scholars as necessary for achieving successful outcomes and are directly related to 

process satisfaction. A purpose-driven approach that has clear goals, gives people a reason to 

participate, and is well understood by all those involved in the conflict management process is 

thought to deliver more effective results (Andrew, 2001; National Round Table on the 

Environment and the Economy, 1993; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985), while studies identify that 

in order to help move the conflict management process in a positive direction ground rules must 

be established and adhered to (Carpenter & Kennedy, 2001; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985). 

Furthermore, the speed of the process must be appropriately gauged to the dynamics of the 

context. This may mean a slower process in some contexts than in others; bottom line being that 

realistic deadlines must be set throughout the process that will offer efficiency and stability 

(Andrew, 2001; Carpenter & Kennedy, 2001; National Round Table on the Environment and the 

Economy, 1993; Susskind, 1985).   

Considering conflict dynamics are unpredictable, a successful conflict management 

framework must also permit room for flexibility and modification as the needs of the parties and 

the situation evolve (Carpenter & Kennedy, 2001; Moore & Woodrow, 1998; Carpenter & 

Kennedy, 1985). Carpenter and Kennedy (1985) describe the initial process design as a blueprint 

that must be redrawn and modified as the situation evolves, while Moore and Woodrow (1998) 

identify the need for flexibility as taking the time to recognize that something unplanned may be 

happening, then analyzing and interpreting what is happening and following-up by designing 

new implementation strategies that suit the needs of the situation. In essence, parties and process 
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facilitators must take time to reflect on how the process is proceeding and should make 

adjustments accordingly.  

2.1.2. Power-sharing. Although the concept of power-sharing recurs throughout 

literature as necessary for achieving successful conflict management outcomes (Bieber & Keil, 

2009; Davidson, McElwee & Hannan, 2004; Andrew, 2001; ), it should be acknowledged that a 

balance of power may not be a viable option in all conflict situations (Bieber & Keil, 2009). 

However, the consensus in literature appears to be that parties must achieve even a minimal level 

of power-sharing in order to help build trust that will allow them to move toward a successful 

and more sustainable outcome. In fact, Bourdeaux, O’Leary and Thornburgh (2001) identify that 

a key ingredient to successful conflict resolution is having parties at the table with equal power 

and incentive to reach a mutually beneficial agreement. To do so, parties must be held 

accountable for their actions (National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy, 

1993) and must be provided with equal access to information and resources while being given an 

opportunity to jointly design and control the process that will lead to a more vested interest in 

problem-solving (Andrew, 2001; Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; Carpenter & 

Kennedy, 2001; Mohr & Spekman, 1994; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985). Power-sharing will not 

only make the process a more equitable one and therefore a more satisfactory one, but it will also 

enable increased relationship satisfaction by helping parties feel respected as equal players. 

2.1.3. Collecting and disseminating information. Although not a recurring attribute 

deemed explicitly necessary by scholars for achieving successful conflict management outcomes, 

a clear process for making information accessible to stakeholders “is an important first (and 

ongoing) step in the process of stakeholder engagement. All other activities…will be more 

constructive if stakeholders…have accurate and timely information about the project, its impacts, 
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and any other aspects that may have an effect on them” (Pollett, n.d., p. 27). Furthermore, the 

manner in which information is collected and disseminated to stakeholders is an equally valuable 

consideration. Mueller, Burke, Luke and Harris (2008) argue that evaluators should consider 

“disseminating evaluation results through multiple, active modes [as they] increased usefulness, 

satisfaction and further dissemination of results” (p.170).  

This particular attribute has a significant cross-over between Procedural and Substantive 

Outcome Satisfaction in that a clear and mutually acceptable process for collecting and 

disseminating information to stakeholders, including the ability to address questions and 

concerns, will cause a deficit in the stakeholders’ substantive or content satisfaction. 

Furthermore, it could affect process transparency (Blagescu, de Las Casas, & Lloyd, 2005; 

Pollett, n.d.), which in turn will impact the ability to meet the stakeholders’ relationship/ 

emotional needs and interests. Therefore, process for collecting and disseminating information 

has to be carefully thought out and executed.  

2.2. Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction 

Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction refers to the needs and interests of 

stakeholders that must be recognized, considered, addressed and met in order for relationship 

and/or stakeholder emotional satisfaction to occur. The recurring attributes deemed necessary by 

scholars and practitioners for obtaining successful conflict management outcomes, which 

coincide with those interests and needs found in this category under Moore’s Triangle of 

Satisfaction are: the identification of party needs and collective generation of options; trust and 

relationship building; and communication. 
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There is a particularly close relationship between Procedural and Relational/ 

Psychological Outcome Satisfaction in that a deficit or bolstering of procedural satisfaction will 

lead to a deficit or bolstering of relationship/emotional satisfaction, and visa versa.  

2.2.1. Identification of party needs and collective generation of options. Collectively 

identifying and generating options that meet the needs, interests and concerns of all key 

disputing parties is an attribute that affects both a stakeholders’ relational/ emotional and 

procedural satisfaction. It is a recurring attribute found in most conflict management frameworks 

and is considered critical for outcome success in that it enables focus to be placed on party 

interests rather than positions, thereby suggesting an interest-based approach to successful 

conflict management (Davidson & Wood, 2004; Carpenter & Kennedy, 2001; Fisher, Ury & 

Patton, 1991; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985). Not only is it important to identify the needs of 

parties and brainstorm creative options that may meet those needs (Davidson & Wood, 2004; 

Carpenter & Kennedy, 2001), but it is imperative for individuals to be separated from the 

problem. This can be achieved through mechanisms such as perception clarification, recognition 

and legitimization of emotions, and effective communication (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 1991). By 

demonstrating respect for diverging interests and working towards accepting various stakeholder 

values, interests, and knowledge (National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy, 

1993), the process will provide opportunity for much needed fair process standards and 

procedures (Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; Susskind & Cruikshank, 1987).  

2.2.2. Trust and relationship building. The importance of trust building is noted 

throughout literature and is considered an essential attribute for building sustainable relationships 

and outcomes (Babbitt & Hampson, 2011; Davidson, McElwee, & Hannan, 2004; Spears, 2000; 

Mohr & Spekman, 1994; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985). Trust can be achieved through various 
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mechanisms including: consultative meetings; problem-solving workshops; training; statements 

of good will; infrastructure and development projects; as well as dialogue and truthful discussion 

of party interests (Babbitt & Hampson, 2011; Coyle, 1994; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985). Trust is 

indicated as a factor for reducing future conflict (Davidson, McElwee, & Hannan, 2004) and is 

noted as one of the primary characteristics of partnership success (Mohr & Spekman, 1994). It is 

an attribute that is both affected by and that affects most of the other recurring conflict 

management attributes mentioned in literature. It is particularly intertwined with power-sharing 

and communication.  

2.2.3. Communication. Although particularly important for achieving 

Relational/Psychological Outcome Satisfaction, communication is an attribute that affects and 

influences all three outcome satisfaction types identified in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction and

whose importance is well-emphasized in literature (Sucker, 2009; Wehrenfennig, 2008; 

Davidson & Wood, 2004; Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; Coyle, 1994; Mohr & 

Spekman, 1994; Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 1991; Katz & Lawyer, 1983). Without effective or 

truthful communication, parties may not feel that each has learned about or understood the 

others’ interests (Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001), which may result in non-

constructive behaviour; Coyle (1994) identifies constructive confrontation as a necessity for 

identifying problems and notes time, truthful communication and training as three factors 

necessary for successful conflict resolution that will allow the parties to feel respected, listened 

to, and that their interests are worthwhile considering. 

Fisher, Ury, & Patton (1991) echo this viewpoint by identifying communication as an 

important part of getting to a settlement. They place emphasis on a discussion stage of 

negotiations where “differences in perception, feelings of frustration and anger, and difficulties 
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in communication can be acknowledged (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 1991, p. 14). However, although 

communication and dialogue and deemed truly vital for a satisfactory outcome (Davidson & 

Wood, 2004), they are requisite skills that do not come naturally to all parties and therefore need 

to be bolstered by education and training in cooperation and problem-solving (Davidson & 

Wood, 2004; Davidson & Versluys, 1999; Wondelleck, Manring, & Crowfoot, 1996; Coyle, 

1994).  

2.3. Substantive Outcome Satisfaction 

The third category in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction – Substantive Outcome 

Satisfaction – identifies stakeholder needs and interests, which must be recognized, considered, 

addressed and met to achieve satisfaction with the content of the conflict management process. 

All of the recurring attributes explored under the Procedural Outcome Satisfaction and 

Relational/Psychological Outcome Satisfaction categories, with a specific emphasis on effective 

communication and a clear process for collecting and disseminating data, have a direct impact on 

the ability of the proponent to meet the stakeholders’ substantive needs and interests. In fact, 

both emotional issues and procedural issues influence how substantive issues are perceived and 

handled (Indigenous Facilitation and Mediation Project, 2004).  

2.4. Other Outcome Satisfaction Attributes 

Additional recurring attributes identified by scholars and practitioners as imperative for 

reaching successful conflict management outcomes, which are not explicitly identified in 

Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction are: i) mediator skills, knowledge and neutrality; and ii) 

involvement and selection of participants.  

2.4.1. Mediator skills, knowledge and neutrality. The characteristics of the neutral 

third party mediator or facilitator, inclusive of his or her skills, knowledge, and experience are 
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thought to influence the success of the dispute outcome by adding or subtracting value from the 

process (Orr, Emerson & Keyes, 2008; Mareschal, 2005). Furthermore, Andrew (2001) identifies 

the neutrality of the mediator or facilitator as one of seventeen features thought to influence the 

success of ADR; he claims through statistical comparisons that mediator neutrality does in fact 

have a direct impact on outcome success. Although this claim is not supported by other studies, 

there is consensus among scholars that a neutral third party facilitator or mediator does provide 

critical support throughout the conflict resolution process and is an essential component in 

helping finalize a successful process (Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; Carpenter & 

Kennedy, 2001; Susskind, 1985).   

Based on the literature, it can be concluded that utilizing a third party mediator or 

facilitator is better for overall outcome success than not utilizing one at all. However, for a third 

party mediator or facilitator to add value to the process it is imperative that he or she be selected 

based on substantive skills and knowledge of the dispute area so that dialogue and face-to-face 

negotiations can be appropriately facilitated to help move the parties towards a satisfactory 

outcome (Orr, Emerson & Keyes, 2008; Susskind, 1985).  

2.4.2. Involvement and selection of participants. The appropriate involvement and 

selection of participants in the conflict management process is another recurring feature in 

conflict management literature thought necessary for the occurrence of a successful outcome 

(Orr, Emerson & Keyes, 2008; Andrew, 2001; Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; 

Carpenter & Kenedy, 2001; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985; Susskind, 1985). The representatives at 

the table must have decision-making power and must be both willing and able to commit their 

participation on a voluntary basis (Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; National Round 

Table on the Environment and the Economy, 1993; Susskind, 1985). However, although the 
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participants’ willingness to contribute to the process should provide a good indication of the 

potential success of the process (Žagar, 2007), only those participants that encompass confidence 

and trust of the group they represent will add value to the process (Carpenter & Kennedy, 2001).  

Furthermore, Andrew (2001) suggests that stakeholders should hire lawyers or 

consultants to represent them, concluding that this type of representation most often leads to 

successful results as long as key stakeholders and their interests are represented (Susskind, 

1985). While it is important to involve all potentially affected parties into the process, no 

statistical correlation has been found between the number of participants involved in the process 

and outcome success (Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001). This finding suggests that the 

quality of representation is more important than quantity as long as all parties and their interests 

are represented.  

2.5. Summary 

 A successful conflict management outcome today is thought of as one that not only 

resolves the immediate problem but provides a sustainable solution. Literature suggests that an 

interest-based consensual approach to conflict management will provide most efficient results as 

an outcome has to be equitable to have stabilizing and/or sustainable consequences (Kriesberg, 

1998). Literature further demonstrates that because all conflict situations are unique, scholars and 

practitioners do not agree on a collective set of attributes that a conflict management framework 

should incorporate to accomplish successful outcomes. However, a pattern does emerge within 

literature that suggests common attributes which should be practiced to achieve successful 

results; some of these attributes will likely require greater emphasis than others depending on 

context dynamics.  
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By exploring the recurring attributes thought by scholars and practitioners as necessary 

for achieving successful conflict management outcomes in relation to the three outcome 

satisfaction types identified in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction, an organic intertwined 

relationship becomes evident between the recurring attributes and the three outcome satisfaction 

types. That is, Procedural Outcome Satisfaction affects Relational/Psychological Outcome 

Satisfaction and visa versa, while both Procedural and Relational/Psychological Outcome 

Satisfaction affect Substantive Outcome Satisfaction. An inability to meet, recognize and 

acknowledge the stakeholders’ process and relationship/emotional needs and interests will 

dampen the ability of the proponent to meet the stakeholders’ substantive needs and interests. 

This suggests that a conflict management process must place emphasis on Procedural and 

Relational/Psychological Outcome Satisfaction in order to accomplish Substantive Outcome 

Satisfaction, while ideally keeping all three equally in mind during process design.  

Chapter 3: Research Case 

3.1. Mackenzie Gas Project 

3.1.1. About the Mackenzie Gas Project.  The Mackenzie Gas Project is an estimated 

$16 billion project that “proposes to develop natural gas fields in the Mackenzie Delta of 

Canada's Northwest Territories and deliver the natural gas to markets through a pipeline system 

built along the Mackenzie Valley” (Mackenzie Gas Project, 2012b, para. 1). It is anticipated that 

the proposed project will bring significant economic benefits not only to the Northwest 

Territories but Canada as a whole, with a projected $100 billion increase in Canada’s Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP), $10 billion increase in tax revenues to Federal, Provincial, and 

Territorial Governments, and $1 billion of projected work for local communities living along the 

Mackenzie Gas Project corridor (Aboriginal Pipeline Group, 2011). To demonstrate its long-term 
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commitment to the local communities in the Northwest Territories affected by the proposed 

project, the Government of Canada established in 2006 a $500 million Mackenzie Gas Project 

Impact Fund to help mitigate possible socio-economic impacts of the project (Aboriginal Affairs 

and Northern Development Canada, 2010a). 

 

If built, the project would run through the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Gwich’in 

Settlement Region, Sahtu Settlement Area and the Dehcho region of the Northwest Territories, 

and would provide infrastructure that would connect the resource-rich North with southern 

markets in Canada and the United States. It is a co-venture project operated by Imperial Oil 

Resources Ventures Limited (Imperial Oil) in close partnership with ConocoPhillips Canada 

[North] Limited (ConocoPhillips Canada), Shell Canada Limited (Shell Canada), Mackenzie 

Source: Mackenzie Gas Project (2004a). Overview. Retrived from   
http://www.mackenziegasproject.com/moreInformation/publications/documents/Project_Overview.pdf 
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Valley Aboriginal Pipeline Limited Partnership (Aboriginal Pipeline Group), and ExxonMobil 

Canada Properties (Exxon Mobil Canada). Imperial Oil and the Aboriginal Pipeline Group have 

the greatest percent ownership in the Mackenzie Gas Project with 34.40 % and 33.33% 

respectively, while ConocoPhillips Canada owns 15.70%, Shell Canada owns 11.40% and Exxon 

Mobil Canada owns 5.20% (Aboriginal Pipeline Group, 2011). A collaboration of this nature 

between project proponents is not only unique in the history of Canada’s natural resource 

exploration and development industry, but is also one that sets an example for the possible scope 

and nature of collaboration in future Canadian resource exploration and development projects.    

There are five components to the Mackenzie Gas Project that constitute the project as a 

whole. The first of the five components are the natural gas fields or anchor fields in the 

Mackenzie Delta – Taglu, Parsons Lake and Niglintgak. Taglu, discovered in 1971, is owned in 

its entirety by Imperial Oil; Parsons Lake, discovered in 1972, is owned in partnership between 

ConocoPhillips (75%) and ExxonMobil (25%); and Niglintgak, discovered in1973, is owned 

solely by Shell Canada (“Shell wants out”, 2011). The anchor fields will be connected to a 

gathering system (second component), which is a network of pipelines that will move the natural 

gas and natural gas liquids to a gas processing facility near Inuvik – the Inuvik area facility 

[(third component)]” (Mackenzie Gas Project, 2004a, para. 2) – while it is at the Inuvik area 

facility that the natural gas liquids will be separated from the natural gas and “pumped to 

Norman Wells through a natural gas liquids pipeline [fourth component]. The natural gas will 

[then] be compressed and transported to northwestern Alberta in a natural gas pipeline [fifth 

component]” (Mackenzie Gas Project, 2004a, para. 3).  

3.1.2. History of the Mackenzie Gas Project: The Mackenzie Valley Pipeline inquiry. 

The proposal to develop infrastructure that would connect natural gas reserves from the Western 
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Arctic to southern markets first emerged in the early 1970s. Under initial proposal were two 

energy corridors: “a corridor from Alaska across the Northern Yukon to the Mackenzie Delta, 

and a corridor along the Mackenzie Valley from the Delta to the Alberta border” (Berger, 1977, 

p. ix). Whether such a project was feasible, however, in a part of Canada that was and is home to 

a unique natural environment and local traditions far removed from modern Canadian society 

constituted a large unknown. Were the residents of the Northwest Territories and Yukon ready 

for a project of such size and scope that would inevitably impact their life as they knew it? Were 

industry standards reliable enough to guarantee minimum environmental impacts throughout the 

project’s construction and operation? On March 21, 1974, the Government of Canada 

commissioned an unprecedented public inquiry – The Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry also 

known as the Berger Inquiry – to look into these concerns and determine the feasibility as well as 

potential impacts of the proposed energy corridors.  

The Government of Canada commissioned Mr. Justice Thomas R. Berger to investigate 

the social, environmental and economic impacts that would or could result from the proposed 

project. In May 1977, following a three-year inquest and extensive consultation with residents of 

the Northwest Territories and Yukon, Justice Berger summarized his observations, findings, and 

recommendations in a two-volume report titled Northern Frontier, Northern Homeland. Justice 

Berger wrote that “this is not simply a debate about a gas pipeline and energy corridor, it is a 

debate about the future of the North and its peoples [First Nations, Inuit, Metis and white]” 

(Berger, 1977, p. 1). He cautioned that the proposed natural gas pipeline should not be 

considered in isolation as he strongly felt that an oil pipeline would inevitably follow a gas 

pipeline, which would bring with it unprecedented infrastructural support developments 
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including roads and other transportation systems (Berger, 1977). These changes, Berger warned, 

would be colossal, irreversible and potentially damaging to Canada’s North (Berger, 1977).  

Among his findings, Justice Berger recognized the unique environmental factors, such as 

frost heave, that would inevitably affect the construction of a gas pipeline in the North. He 

offered a skeptical view towards the suggested design and scheduling of the proposed project and 

recommended that the Government of Canada not provide an “unqualified approval to a right-of-

way or provide financial guarantees to the project without a convincing resolution to these 

concerns” (Berger, 1977, p. xi). Furthermore, Justice Berger recommended that protected 

environmental areas be created for endangered species in the North and that all pipeline activity 

plans be suspended indefinitely from Northern Yukon due to its fragile environment.  

In analyzing the economic benefits that were thought to accompany the proposed energy 

corridor, Justice Berger concluded that “it is an illusion to believe that the pipeline would solve 

the economic problems of the North [as] its whole purpose is to deliver northern gas to homes 

and industries in the South” (Berger, 1977, p. xxi). He noted that short-term economic benefits to 

the people of the North would exist during project construction but saw no real long-term 

economic benefits. He strongly urged for a natural gas exploration and development project to 

not be thought of as the answer to the economic ‘ills’ of the North, and suggested for the Federal 

government to focus instead on strengthening the development of a native economy in “accord 

with native values and preferences” (Berger, 1977, p. xxi). If an energy project were to have 

significant short and long-term benefits for the people of the North, it would have to be based on 

a model designed in close partnership with, if not fully by, the local communities. 

After analyzing the social impacts of the proposed project on the people of the North, 

Justice Berger and the inquiry commission concluded that the social impacts would be anything 
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but positive. A major worry to the commission stemmed from the apparent increase in alcohol 

abuse, violence, crime and warfare in the North since the early 1970s with little or no social 

infrastructure in place to provide support that would mitigate, manage and reduce these negative 

impacts should the project move forward (Berger, 1977). This led Justice Berger to conclude that 

without a strong social support infrastructure in place an “advance of the industrial system to the 

frontier will not be orderly and beneficial, but sudden, massive and overwhelming” (Berger, 

1977, p. xxii). Taking the social support infrastructure into consideration, Justice Berger deemed 

the people of the North simply unready for an energy project of such a size and scope.  

 Overall, the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry found through its public consultation 

process an abundance of negative environmental, economic and social impacts that would 

potentially result from the suggested project in Canada’s Western Arctic. As a method for 

addressing these negative impacts, Justice Berger urged the Government of Canada to place a ten 

year moratorium on all oil and gas development projects in Canada’s North as it was thought that 

the moratorium would allow enough time for the settlement of Aboriginal land claims and would 

provide enough time for the establishment of basic social support institutions as well as habitat 

conservation areas. The commission considered the resolution of these issues instrumental for 

helping set the project on a path of long-term success that would bring sustained overall benefit 

to the people of the North.  

3.1.3. Aboriginal land claim settlements. Following the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline 

Inquiry, plans to move forward on the proposed dual pipeline project in Canada’s Western Arctic 

were slowly silenced. The Government of Canada, however, adopted Justice Berger’s 

recommendations and began settling land claims with Aboriginal peoples in the Northwest 

Territories to help better position the North for future natural resource exploration and 
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development projects. The negotiated agreements between Aboriginal groups, Canada, and the 

Northwest Territories addressed “such things as land ownership, money, wildlife harvesting 

rights, participation in land, resource, water, wildlife and environmental management as well as 

measures to promote economic development and protect Aboriginal culture. Many agreements 

also include[d] provisions relating to Aboriginal self-government” (Aboriginal Affairs and 

Northern Development Canada, 2011, para. 1).   

On June 5, 1984, the Inuvialuit signed the first comprehensive land claim agreement in 

the Northwest Territories with the Government of Canada – the Inuvialuit Final Agreement. It 

was the first comprehensive land agreement north of the 60th parallel and only the second in 

Canada (Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, 2007). Upon signing the agreement, Inuvialuit gained 

“legal control over their land with ownership of 91,000 square kilometres (35,000 square miles) 

of land including 13,000 square kilometres (5,000 square miles) with subsurface rights to oil, gas 

and minerals” (Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, 2007, para. 4). The agreement “also secured the 

responsibility for [the Inuvialuit to ensure] good wildlife management, becoming part of a 

wildlife management team with the government” (Inuvialuit Regional Corporation, 2007, para. 

4). 

The Inuvialuit Final Agreement was followed by the Gwich’in Comprehensive Land 

Claim Agreement, which the Government of Canada approved on April 10, 1992. It granted the 

Gwich’in Tribal Council “ownership of 16,264 square kilometres of land in parcels located 

throughout the Gwich’in Settlement Area and the Yukon [and allowed them responsibility] for 

administering these lands and managing the resources connected with them for the benefit of all 

Gwich’in beneficiaries” (Gwich’in Tribal Council, 2008, para. 1). Through their land claim 

agreement, the Gwich’in Tribal Council ensured that any and all access to their land would have 
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to be pre-approved by them prior to foreign access being granted. This would constitute 

mandatory public consultation and local regulatory approvals before any proposed natural 

resource exploration and development projects could move forward.  

The Dene and Metis of the Sahtu Region, represented by the Sahtu Tribal Council,  

finalized their land claim agreement – the Sahtu Dene and Metis Land Claim Settlement Act – 

with the Government of Canada in February 1994 (Department of Justice, 2012).  Coming into 

effect in June 1994, this land claim act secured Sahtu Dene and Metis ownership of “41,437 

square kilometres of land in the Mackenzie Valley [including] subsurface (mineral) rights to 

1,813 square kilometres of land” (Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 2000, para. 3). Among 

other rights, including exclusive trapping, hunting and fishing rights, as well as participation in 

land use planning and management, the land claim act also ensured mandatory consultation with 

the Sahtu Tribal Council “before lands are opened up for oil and gas exploration; before any oil 

and gas exploration, development or production takes place; and before any mineral exploration 

requiring a land use permit or water licence takes place” (Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 

2000, para. 4).  

Although the Government of Canada successfully negotiated land claim agreements in 

three of the Northwest Territories settlement regions impacted by the proposed Mackenzie Gas 

Project, it did not experience the same success with the fourth affected region – the Dehcho. 

“The Dehcho First Nations claim traditional territory in the southwest corner of the Northwest 

Territories that would be part of the right of way for the [Mackenzie Valley natural gas] pipeline 

[while their] claim covers about 40 per cent of the pipeline's projected route” (“Don’t OK 

pipeline”, 2010, para. 8-9).  Unable to agree on the content and language of the agreement 

surrounding such issues as land control and allocation of a resource management authority, the 
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Dehcho First Nations remain to this day without a land claim settlement, which in turn has 

placed them in a position of potential economic loss should the Mackenzie Gas Project move 

forward with construction and operation.  

3.1.4. A made-in-the-North Aboriginal ownership model. The successful negotiation 

of land claim settlements with the Inuvialuit, Gwich’in, and Sahtu Dene and Metis provided a 

crucial stepping stone for the formation of the Aboriginal Pipeline Group. The purpose of this 

made-in-the-North Aboriginal ownership model is to represent the interests of Aboriginal 

peoples in the Northwest Territories in relation to the Mackenzie Gas Project; it is a first of its 

kind in Canada (Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, 2010b).  

The Aboriginal Pipeline Group became a full participant in the Mackenzie Gas Project in 

June 2003 after completing funding and participation agreements with the four project 

proponents and TransCanada Pipelines Limited (Mackenzie Gas Project, 2012c). The 

establishment of the Aboriginal Pipeline Group “made it possible for Aboriginal people [in the 

Northwest Territories] to participate in the developing economy, [and provided] the opportunity 

to maximize ownership and benefits from a proposed Mackenzie Valley pipeline and the means 

to achieve greater independence and self-reliance” (Aboriginal Affairs and Northern 

Development Canada, 2010b, para. 2).  

This unique model is a carefully and thoughtfully designed partnership between the 

Inuvialuit, Gwich’in, and Sahtu settlement regions, providing them with a one third ownership 

(33.33%) position in the Mackenzie Gas Project. It excludes, however, the Dehcho, who have 

repeatedly declined percentage ownership in the Aboriginal Pipeline Group and remain defiant in 

their position towards the Aboriginal Pipeline Group and the Mackenzie Gas Project. They 
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continue to offer no support for the project until such time that their land claim dispute with the 

Government of Canada is settled.  

3.1.5. Current status of the project. Despite resistance from the Dehcho, whose 

position threatened to stall the Mackenzie Gas Project, the project received conditional approval 

by the National Energy Board on December 16, 2010. After an extensive public consultation 

process, Joint Panel Review hearings, and National Energy Board hearings, the National Energy 

Board determined that the project was in fact in public interest.  

Among the 264 conditions that accompanied the National Energy Board’s approval of the 

project, the most impactful is the condition stating that Imperial Oil, as project operator, has to 

decide by the end of 2013 whether to move forward with the construction of the project 

(Vanderklippe, 2010). Imperial Oil requested to have the deadline for the commencement of 

project construction extended until 2016, however, this request was denied by the National 

Energy Board who replied by stating that: “Actual construction must begin by the end of 2015 

for our approvals to remain valid” (Vanderklippe, 2010, para. 8).

After nearly forty years of planning for the Mackenzie Gas Project and working on 

resolving associated concerns stemming back to the Berger Inquiry, the proponents, communities 

of the Northwest Territories, Government of the Northwest Territories, and the Federal 

Government are all eager to see project construction begin. However, despite the approval to 

move forward with project construction, the Mackenzie Gas Project seems to have been stalled 

indefinitely as “natural gas prices have slumped so much [that] they don’t justify the investment” 

(Cattaneo, 2012, p. E6). While it has been publicly assumed that project proponents are now 

busy working on new plans for investment (Cattaneo, 2012), there still has been no official 

announcement from Imperial Oil as to whether the project will move forward with construction. 
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The signs regarding the project’s direction appear to be clear though, as Shell Canada has placed 

its stake in the Mackenzie Gas Project up for sale and the Aboriginal Pipeline Group recently 

announced the downsizing of their office and staff presence until such time that natural gas 

prices begin to recover.  

3.2. Overview: Mackenzie Gas Project Regulatory Review – A Made-in-the-North Process 

The Mackenzie Gas Project, due to its interprovincial scope, falls under the jurisdiction 

of the National Energy Board. In order to be approve the construction and operation of the 

Mackenzie Gas Project, the National Energy Board had to affirm that the project’s design and 

proposed operating plan were safe, reliable and environmentally responsible (National Energy 

Board, 2011b). It also had to determine and gain a clear understanding of whether the proposed 

project was in Canadian public interest, meaning “whether Canadian society would be better or 

worse off if the project is approved” (National Energy Board, 2011b, p. 19). To do so, it had to 

analyze and weigh the benefits versus the burdens of the project on Canadian society (National 

Energy Board, 2011b).  

To facilitate the National Energy Board’s decision regarding whether the Mackenzie Gas 

Project was in the public interest of Canadian society, proponents were required to undertake 

extensive public consultation activities with all those affected by the proposed project before 

submitting their application to the National Energy Board for review. Upon receiving the 

applications for the various components of the project, the National Energy Board began its 

review that sought to: 

“• assess the application from economic, engineering, safety, environment and lands 

perspectives; 
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• ensure that regulated companies have notified and consulted with landowners, 

Aboriginal peoples, and other affected parties; 

• determine how best to provide opportunities for affected people and other stakeholders 

to provide their input on the proposed project; and 

• determine whether, with specific mitigation measures and other conditions, the project 

would be in the public interest” (National Energy Board, 2011b, p. 19).  

At this time, a Joint Review Panel was also created to evaluate “the possible impacts of 

the project on the environment and the lives of the people in the proposed project area” (Pipeline 

Readiness Office, 2007, para. 3).  Its creation was enabled through a made-in-the-North 

regulatory review process established through the Cooperation Plan. As a seven-member 

independent committee, established through agreement by the Mackenzie Valley Environmental 

Impact Review Board, the Inuvialuit Game Council, and the federal Minister of the Environment 

(Pipeline Readiness Office, 2007), the Joint Review Panel conducted public hearings with the 

ultimate goal of preparing a report that outlined the possible social, cultural and environmental 

impacts of the project and provided independent recommendations regarding project approval.  

Once complete, the Joint Review Panel report was shared with the Ministers under the 

Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act, authorities as designated under the Canadian 

Environmental Assessment Agency, the National Energy Board, the Mackenzie Valley 

Environmental Impact Review Board and the Inuvialuit Game Council (Pipeline Readiness 

Office, 2007). The report was also made available to the general public to ensure process 

transparency.  

In addition to the Joint Review Panel hearings, the National Energy Board conducted 

hearings of its own regarding the technical aspects and impacts of the Mackenzie Gas Project. 
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Once both the National Energy Board and Joint Review Panel hearings had been completed and 

the Joint Review Panel report had been shared with and subsequently responded to by the 

designated authorities it had been shared with, the National Energy Board prepared its decision 

regarding the overall project. This decision was published in a written document titled Mackenzie 

Gas Project - Reasons for Decision, and was submitted to the federal cabinet of Canada. 

Following its review, the federal cabinet of Canada either provides its final federal stamp of 

approval for the project or shuts it down: “If the [Mackenzie Gas Project] is not approved at this 

step, the process stops. If the [Mackenzie Gas Project] is approved at this step, the regulatory 

processes continue” (Pipeline Readiness Office, 2007, para. 20-21).  

3.3. Mackenzie Gas Project’s Public Consultation Program 

Although plans to develop natural gas resources in the North emerged in the early 1970s, 

the Mackenzie Gas Project only began to take shape in 2000 as it entered the Feasibility Stage of 

the project during which the proponents once again evaluated the natural gas markets, as well as 

the proposed natural gas reserves and the project’s overall financial viability. This stage was 

completed in 2001, enabling the Mackenzie Gas Project to enter into the Project Definition 

phase, which included engineering studies, environmental field work, a northern benefits plan, 

regulatory applications, the regulatory review process, and public consultation (Mackenzie Gas 

Project, 2004b). The Project Definition phase as a whole lasted until the National Energy 

Board’s formal approval of the project in December, 2010 while public consultation as part of 

this phase formally began in 2002 and ended in October 2004 when companies filed their project 

applications (National Energy Board, 2011b). Unofficially, however, the proponents began 

engaging with communities in the Northwest Territories in 1999 (B. Plesuk, personal 

communication, June 8, 2012).  
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3.3.1. Duty to consult and accommodate. 

“In the Haida and Taku River decisions in 2004, and the Mikisew Cree decision in 2005, 

the Supreme Court of Canada held that the Crown has a duty to consult and, where 

appropriate, accommodate when the Crown contemplates conduct that might adversely 

impact potential or established Aboriginal or Treaty rights. The Court explained that the 

duty stems from the Honour of the Crown and the Crown’s unique relationship with 

Aboriginal peoples” (Minister of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern 

Development Canada, 2011, p. 1).  

Having settled land claims with the Inuvialut, Gwich’in, and Sahtu Dene and Metis, the 

Government of Canada – both Federal and Territorial – held a legal obligation to consult with 

Aboriginal peoples of the Northwest Territories before construction of the Mackenzie Gas 

Project could begin. This duty is recognized and affirmed by section 35 of the 1982 Constitution 

Act, which led the Government of Canada to establish the Mackenzie Gas Project – Crown 

Consultation Unit “to provide Aboriginal groups, who believe that their aboriginal and treaty 

rights provided under section 35 of the Constitution Act (1982) may be affected by the 

[Mackenzie Gas Project], with a mechanism to communicate these concerns to government” 

(Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada, 2010a, para. 35).  

The Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate cannot be delegated to third parties 

(Minister of the Department of AANDC, 2011). Industry, therefore, does not have a legal 

obligation to consult with Aboriginal peoples for proposed projects. It does so voluntarily as part 

of its business practice although “the Crown may delegate to the proponent such aspects of 

consultation as the gathering of information about the impact of the proposed project on the 

potential or established Aboriginal or Treaty rights” (Minister of the Department of AANDC, 
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2011, p. 19). Furthermore, although public consultation may be viewed as  voluntary on part of 

industry proponents, Haida Nation v. British Columbia (2004) – a landmark Supreme Court of 

Canada case that formalized the Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate –  outlines why third 

parties are more likely than not to engage in public consultation with Aboriginal communities: 

“The fact that third parties are under no duty to consult or accommodate 

Aboriginal concerns does not mean that they can never be liable to Aboriginal peoples. 

If they act negligently in circumstances where they owe Aboriginal peoples a duty of 

care, or if they breach contracts with Aboriginal peoples or deal with them dishonestly, 

they may be held legally liable” (p. 32).  

In the case of the Mackenzie Gas Project, procedural aspects of consultation were 

indirectly mandated to the project proponents by the Crown through the requirements set-forth to 

satisfy the Joint Review Panel and the National Energy Board regulatory reviews. It is important 

to note though, that the National Energy Board makes a distinction between Aboriginal and 

public consultation, and does not view itself at an agent of the Crown with a responsibility to 

satisfy the Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate (Participant 4, personal communication, 

March 19, 2012). The National Energy Board makes its decision in public interest, which also 

includes the interest of Aboriginal communities affected by the project. Therefore, the proponent 

may and will consult Aboriginal communities as part of its public consultation process to satisfy 

regulatory requirements, “but if an Aboriginal group makes a claim around Aboriginal rights, 

those rights need to be fulfilled by the Crown rather than the proponent because of the 

relationship between Aboriginal peoples of Canada and the Crown” (Participant 4, personal 

communication, March 19, 2012). Aboriginal groups with rights issues will not to want to 

consult with project proponents until they have been consulted and accommodated by the Crown, 
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which is a primary reason for why there has been a “surge of Aboriginal rights making their way 

into oil and gas as well as other energy application processes” (Participant 4, personal 

communication, March 19, 2012).  

 3.3.2. Aboriginal and stakeholder engagement principles and guidelines. In addition 

to being guided by regulatory requirements and the ‘duty to consult and accommodate’, each of 

the companies responsible for its component(s) of the Mackenzie Gas Project also has an 

established department whose role is to engage and consult with Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

communities that may be affected by the company’s resource exploration and development 

activities. These departments and their staff members are guided by corporate engagement 

principles (Participant 4, personal communication, March 19, 2012) that are based on the 

company’s culture and outline its commitment to public consultation and the communities the 

company endeavors to do business in.  

 Imperial Oil, the project operator, acknowledges in its Aboriginal Relations Guiding 

Principles and Guidelines that many of its business ventures occur within Aboriginal 

communities and their traditional lands. It seeks to not only support the development of those 

communities but also to “establish lasting relationships built on mutual respect and trust” 

(Imperial Oil, 2012, p.1). Through its guiding principles, Imperial Oil puts forward a 

commitment to: respecting Canadian laws as well as Aboriginal rights, environment, land and 

culture; recruiting and developing programs that foster Aboriginal business and employment; 

supporting community initiatives that address community needs; and lastly, public consultation 

that is ‘open and forthright’ seeking to understand and address Aboriginal perspectives on 

“issues of mutual interest” (Imperial Oil, 2012, p.1). Specifically, guiding its consultation 
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activities is a commitment to ongoing dialogue with Aboriginal community leaders and their 

representatives (Imperial Oil, 2012), achieved by: 

“Respecting the legal rights of Aboriginal people and adhering to government 

requirements. 

Ensuring timely discussions when activities have the potential to impact the community. 

Supporting the identification of specific infringements on traditional uses and rights in 

order to mitigate impacts. 

Treating all parties fairly. 

Respecting traditional practices, decision-making processes, cultural activities and 

language. 

Coordinating with Crown consultation” (Imperial Oil, 2012, p.2).  

When asked about its public consultation principle as applied to the Mackenzie Gas 

project, a senior representative of Imperial Oil actively involved in the company’s public 

consultation activities for the Mackenzie Gas Project stated the following: 

“The principle of our model was always the same – to ensure we were delivering to the 

residents of the area an understanding of the project from a technical as well as socio-

economic perspective; that we were inviting input to the project so as to understand what 

aspects we needed to make sure we were aware of as we developed the project design. 

And, certainly wherever there were facilities to be planned or borrow sights to be 

developed or the actual pipeline route itself, there was a focus as much on the technical 

side as was on the socio-economic. By that, I mean that it was really important for us to 

understand what areas to stay away from. We made many changes to sightings and 

pipeline routes that were an outcome of those discussions in order to accommodate what 
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were clearly emotional/ historic areas that would not be appropriate for us to disrupt. That 

was the principle” (Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal 

communication, March 20, 2012).  

ConocoPhillips Canada’s work with stakeholders is also guided by a stakeholder 

engagement policy whose guiding principles include: valuing relationships, sharing the future, 

minimizing impact to the environment and land, and ensuring as well as measuring performance 

(ConocoPhillips, 2012). Much like Imperial Oil, its goal is to earn the trust and respect of its 

stakeholders, while its engagement philosophy is one that underlines a responsibility to not only 

engage with stakeholders that might impact their business but also to engage with all those 

whom their business practices might impact (ConocoPhillips, 2012). It is a two-way philosophy 

that seeks to self-preserve and to preserve the communities ConocoPhillips Canada engages 

with. Unlike Imperial Oil, however, ConocoPhillips Canada clearly outlines in its policy that its 

goal is to be known as an “industry leader in Stakeholder Engagement performance” 

(ConocoPhillips, 2012, p.1) and expects that its efforts will not only improve its ability to access 

resources in a cost-effective timely manner, but will also allow them to accomplish “mutual 

benefits and long-term value to the company and its stakeholders” (ConocoPhillips, 2012, p.1).  

ConocoPhillips Canada’s policy most significantly differs from that of Imperial Oil in that as a 

policy rather than a guideline it outlines measurable actions it is committed to undertaking to 

ensure its policy’s implementation. This not only allows for greater transparency into its 

stakeholder engagement practices but allows for increased public accountability, which is an 

approach that can be thought of as more in-line with today’s societal expectations. 

Shell Canada, rather than operating in accordance to a social engagement policy is guided 

by Shell’s General Business Principles that direct its business activity on a global scale 
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(Participant 1, personal communication, June 25, 2012). These principles reiterate Shell’s 

commitment to business conduct that includes honesty, integrity and respect of people, and cover 

key areas such as Shell’s commitment to sustainable development, dedication to positive 

interaction with local communities, and engagement that includes regular, attentive, responsible 

and honest dialogue with all stakeholders (Shell International Limited, 2010). Its shared value 

with both Imperial Oil and ConocoPhillips Canada is its overall dedication to respectful conduct 

and engagement with stakeholders. The major difference, however, which is exemplified in 

theory through its General Business Principle and in practice via its current position in the 

Mackenzie Gas Project, is sustainable development that is overtly driven by its first business 

principle: Economics.  

3.3.3. Proponent public consultation structure. The Mackenzie Gas Project public 

consultation program must not be seen nor perceived as a single program, but rather a 

combination of three different and unique public consultation processes with consultation 

activities undertaken by Imperial Oil, ConocoPhillips Canada, and Shell Canada separately and 

somewhat jointly for the various component(s) of the Mackenzie Gas Project. Although the 

Federal Government decided to view the Mackenzie Gas Project as one whole (Participant 3, 

personal communication, March 19, 2012), each of the proponents controlled their own 

consultation activities for their component of the project.  

  Imperial Oil led public consultation activities for those components of the Mackenzie 

Gas Project it had direct interest in and ownership of, which included the Taglu Gas Field, 

Mackenzie Gathering System, and the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. As project operator, however, 

Imperial Oil was “responsible for the consultation of all of the facilities [and subsequently] 

reported to all of the owners on their input for how satisfactory a particular project, initiative, 
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and/or activity was” (Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal communication, 

March 20, 2012). This allowed all of the project proponents to be engaged in consultation 

activities relating to the gathering system and the pipeline (Participant 3, personal 

communication, March 19, 2012). Imperial Oil conducted public consultation activities in the 

Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Gwich’in Settlement Region, Sahtu Settlement Area, Dehcho 

Region, and a narrow area of the North Slave and South Slave Regions - specifically, 

Yellowknife, Detah, N’Dilo in North Slave and a small portion Fort Smith in South Slave 

(Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal communication, March 20, 2012).  

Additionally, Imperial Oil’s public consultation activities extended to the Dene Tha First Nations 

in Northern Alberta as well as numerous non-governmental organizations, governments and 

governmental agencies that were home-based outside of the Northwest Territories (Manager, 

Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal communication, March 20, 2012). Although 

initially applied as a ‘cookie cutter’ approach, Imperial Oil “developed in partnerships with 

residents of the areas it was consulting an understanding that it was ‘okay’ to appropriate public 

consultation activities to the specific areas and communities it was consulting with” (Manager, 

Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal communication, March 20, 2012).  

 ConocoPhillips Canada led and conducted public consultation for its component of the 

Mackenzie Gas Project – the Parsons Lake Gas Field – primarily consulting with stakeholders in 

the Inuvialuit Settlement Region and secondarily in the Gwich’in Settlement Region (B. Plesuk, 

personal communication, March 19, 2012). It is also the only gas field owner with a co-venturer 

– Exxon Mobil Canada, who did not lead any public consultation activities of its own.  

Shell Canada, on the other hand, with interest in development of the Niglintgak Gas 

Field, led public consultation for that particular component of the Mackenzie Gas Project. Its 
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public consultation activities were focused on the Inuvialuit Settlement Region with some very 

limited activities in the Gwich’in Settlement Region (Participant 1, personal communication, 

March 19, 2012). Although a single consultation model was utilized for all consultation 

activities, there remained “certain flexibility based on stakeholder engagement desires” 

(Participant 1, personal communication, March 19, 2012) to appropriate its public consultation 

approach and activities. 

In addition to being owners of their own components of the Mackenzie Gas Project, each  

of the proponents is also a co-venturer in the gas gathering facilities in the Inuvialuit Settlement 

Region that have been proposed to carry gas from the various gas fields to the Inuvik area 

gathering facility. Although no formal joint consultations (based on a single model) were carried 

out by the proponents for areas of common interest, “there were a number of things that the 

companies came together and decided they would do together to not cause hardship for each 

other and the communities that we were interacting with [in an effort] to prevent stakeholder 

fatigue” (Participant 2, personal communication, March 19, 2012). They shared a goal not to be 

“divided and conquered [but rather to have] similar approaches and key messages” (Participant 

1, personal communication, March 19, 2012), which is why for areas of common interest the 

companies decide to conduct some joint community consultation meetings. Each company 

ensured, however, that its team was clearly identified at the meeting (i.e. they wore different 

colour shirts with company logos on them), so stakeholders knew exactly who they were being 

consulted by (Participant 2, personal communication, March 19, 2012).    
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Chapter 4: Research Findings  

4.1. Impact of National Energy Board’s Regulatory Requirements on Public Consultation 

Design  

When asked if and how the National Energy Board’s regulatory requirements impacted 

the design of their public consultation processes, the proponents – Imperial Oil, ConocoPhillips 

Canada, and Shell Canada – all indicated that in order for their applications to be submitted in a 

manner that was satisfactory to the National Energy Board they had to be aware of and consider 

the guidelines that the National Energy Board provided them with. These guidelines were 

packaged within the National Energy Board’s Filing Manual, which is viewed by oil and gas 

stakeholder engagement professionals as ‘check box number one’ that any proponent designing 

its consultation/ engagement strategy for an interprovincial project would initially refer to in 

order to obtain direction as to what the regulatory requirement is (Participant 4, personal 

communication, March 19, 2012). Its specific purpose is to:  

“Assist NEB-regulated companies to identify the instances where a filing is necessary, 

pursuant to the NEB Act and NEB regulations; outline the Board's responsibilities 

pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEA Act); outline the filings 

needed for most applications within the jurisdiction of the NEB; and provide guidance as 

to the type of information the Board would typically need to make a decision” (National 

Energy Board, 2011c, para. 6).  

The guidance provided to proponents by the National Energy Board via its Filing Manual 

can be used, as indicated by Imperial Oil, to manage the proponents’ program and help develop 

its public consultation plan (Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal 

communication, March 20, 2012). ConocoPhillips Canada indicated that they took the Filing 
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Manual into considerable regard to determine what the National Energy Board wanted to see 

with their application for their anchor field (Parsons Lake Gas Field) in terms of consultation 

activities (Proponent 3, personal communication, March 19, 2012). Furthermore, Imperial Oil 

noted that reflecting on the National Energy Board’s historical written material proved helpful to 

them in establishing an “increased awareness regarding what actually needed to be achieved 

during the public consultation process that contributed to what the National Energy Board’s 

guidelines were trying to get the proponent to do” (Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial 

Oil, personal communication, March 20, 2012).   

Research findings show, however, that the Mackenzie Gas Project proponents had to 

consider and incorporate into their public consultation processes, which are based on the duty to 

consult and “accommodate where possible” (Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, 

personal communication, March 20, 2012), much more than the National Energy Board’s 

regulatory requirements. “ConocoPhillips Canada’s consultation process was designed on an 

awareness of the National Energy Board, territorial and Aboriginal government expectations and 

systems” (B. Plesuk, personal communication, March 19, 2012). Imperial Oil additionally took 

into consideration “land claims that do not necessarily spell out regulatory requirements but they 

do spell out entitlements, ownerships, and land use plans” (Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – 

Imperial Oil, personal communication, March 20, 2012). Imperial Oil also consulted with the 

Federal government, “because the Federal government has an obligation to consult with 

Aboriginal peoples and [Imperial Oil] could not do it for them” but wanted to ensure that all 

information which might be beneficial to the Crown was filed in a timely manner (Manager, 

Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal communication, March 20, 2012). All of the 

proponents also indicated that they had to abide by and take into consideration the expectations 
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of the various regulatory bodies, aside from the National Energy Board, captured within the 

Cooperation Plan. The proponents also had to pay significant attention to the expectations for 

public consultation of the stakeholders themselves (Participant 3, personal communication, 

March 19, 2012), making the process “a whole constellation of regulatory requirements for 

consultation by proponents” (Participant 3, personal communication, March 19, 2012).  

All of the proponents interviewed agreed that it was left to their discretion as to how they 

were going to meet all of the regulatory requirements and distinctly expressed that in addition to 

the various regulatory requirements they were required to consider and fulfill for the Mackenzie 

Gas Project they each also had to satisfy their own principles and policies in relation to 

stakeholder consultation and engagement. While the regulatory requirements guided the design 

of their public consultation processes for the Mackenzie Gas Project, it is their principles and 

policies that extended their public consultation processes beyond the requirements necessary to 

have their project application approved by a regulator: 

“The regulators aren’t concerned with what the companies should consult on and how to 

consult, but they want to know the story of consultation (as an independent tribunal) – a 

record that will go on the record of the proceeding to see if you have gone out to talk to 

people and whether you understand the issues. They will talk to the stakeholders to see if 

they agree with what you have done [via the Joint Review Panel and National Energy 

Board hearings]. The [National Energy Board as] regulatory does not specify for the 

company to go forward and talk to stakeholders about any particular piece of the project. 

In fact, they are like a judge, and are going to hear all sides of the story. [In presenting the 

companies with the Filing Manual, they] set out the “minimal requirements for telling 

them the story” (Participant 3, personal communication, March 19, 2012).  
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4.2. Interview Stage 1: Intent of the Public Consultation Processes  

To obtain insight into the overall intent of the three public consultation processes, I 

combined all of the proponents’ interview replies to create the Proponent ‘Big Picture’ Triangle 

of Satisfaction. This triangle demonstrates that aside from a minimal difference, the proponents 

each intended to satisfy all of the interests/ needs noted in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction, 

which indicates a collective intent by the proponents for their public consultation processes to 

achieve near-optimal outcome satisfaction. 

  When comparing the tabulated data gathered through Interview Stage 1 (see Appendix 3) 

it becomes apparent that the two interests/ needs that saw varying answers ( / X) by the 
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proponents in terms of their intent to satisfy them were #11 listed under Procedural Interests/ 

Needs (establishment and following of realistic timelines and deadlines), and #2 listed under 

Substantive Interests/ Needs (ability of stakeholders and the project proponent to obtain accurate 

information about all parties’ issues, concerns and interests about the project). These have been 

underlined in the Proponent ‘Big Picture’ Triangle of Satisfaction.  

For #11 under Procedural Interests/ Needs, two of the three proponents – ConocoPhillips 

Canada and Shell Canada – were unsure as to whether their public consultation processes 

established realistic timelines and deadlines that were subsequently followed. The interviewee 

that spoke on Shell Canada’s behalf indicated that realistic timelines had been established but 

certainly not followed, while the interviewees that spoke on ConocoPhillips Canada’s behalf 

provided varied answers; two of the three interviewees who participated in a joint research 

interview thought that realistic timelines and deadlines had been both established and followed, 

while the third thought that realistic timelines and deadlines were neither established nor 

followed. The interviewee that spoke on behalf of the project operator, Imperial Oil, indicated 

that from an Imperial Oil perspective realistic timelines and deadlines had been both established 

and followed.  

 For #2 under Substantive Interests/ Needs, two of the three ConocoPhillips Canada 

interviewees thought that Mackenzie Gas Project stakeholders were able to obtain accurate 

information about all parties’ issues, concerns and interests about the project. However, some 

uncertainty lingered regarding the extent to which this was accomplished by indicating 

‘sometimes’ as part of their answer. The remaining ConocoPhillips Canada interviewee as well 

as the Shell Canada and Imperial Oil interviewees all provided affirmative ( ) answers to the 

satisfaction of this particular interest/ need and did not indicate any uncertainty.  
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 Custom Triangles of Satisfaction were also created for each of the proponents’ unique 

outcome satisfaction intents. For a detailed look into each proponent’s outcome satisfaction 

intent separately, refer to appendices 4, 5, and 6.  These were purposefully excluded from the 

findings section as the Proponent ‘Big Picture’ Triangle of Satisfaction was able to depict that 

information in a collective manner.  

4.3. Interview Stage 2: Actual Outcome of the Public Consultation Processes 

 To allow for three different ‘sides of the story’ to emerge in terms of the actual 

stakeholder outcome satisfaction, I analyzed the stakeholder data in three distinct ways. I first 

combined all of the stakeholder data to create the Stakeholder ‘Big Picture’ Triangle of 

Satisfaction. I then created Triangles of Satisfaction for each project component and region.  

4.3.1. The stakeholder ‘big picture’ actual outcome satisfaction. All of the data 

provided by stakeholders during Interview Stage 2 was tabulated against each of the interests/ 

needs listed in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction to obtain an overall understanding of stakeholder 

outcome satisfaction for the Mackenzie Gas Project regardless of the project component 

consulted for, region consulted in, or proponent consulted by (see Appendix 7). From this data I 

was able to create the Stakeholder ‘Big Picture’ Triangle of Satisfaction (see on next page), 

which indicates that the three Mackenzie Gas Project public consultation processes did not 

collectively achieve optimal (total) outcome satisfaction. However, the actual outcome 

satisfaction with each outcome satisfaction type – Procedural, Relational/ Psychological, and 

Substantive – showed to be overall positive as positive stakeholder replies ( ) dominated over 

negative replies (X) (see Appendix 7) and 57% or more of the total stakeholders interviewed 

indicated that each of the interests/ needs listed under each satisfaction type had been satisfied 

and/or addressed by the proponent.   
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Key: Bold text identifies those interests/ needs that were fully/ optimally satisfied by the proponent; italicized text identifies those interests/ needs that 
were not fully satisfied by the proponent. 

 

 In the Procedural Outcome Satisfaction category, the interest/ need that received the 

highest amount of affirmative replies ( ) by stakeholders (13.5 out of 14) was #1 (frequent 

contact with and easy access between stakeholders and project proponent) suggesting that 96% 

of the total stakeholders interviewed felt that they had experienced frequent contact with and 

easy access to the project proponent whom they were consulted by. Ranking lowest in this 

outcome satisfaction category and overall across all three outcome satisfaction categories was #8 

(resources are provided to stakeholders for data to be gathered and evaluated independently of 

the project proponent) with 8 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ). This indicates that only 57% of 
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the stakeholders interviewed thought that resources had been provided to them to enable 

independent gathering of data while 43% thought otherwise.  

 In the Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction category, the interest/ need that 

scored the highest, with 14 out of 14 affirmative stakeholder replies ( ), was #6 (project 

proponent demonstrates honest and sincere intention to respond to stakeholder concerns). This is 

not only the highest evaluation of an interest/ need in this category but across all three outcome 

satisfaction categories within the stakeholder ‘big picture’. It suggests that optimal outcome 

satisfaction had in fact been achieved by proponents in relation to this particular interest/ need as 

100% of the stakeholders interviewed thought that the proponents collectively demonstrated 

through their public consultation processes an honest and sincere intention to respond to their 

concerns. Ranking lowest within this category were #7* (stakeholders feel that they are respected 

players concerning issues related to the project) and #3 (proponent endeavored to make the 

stakeholder feel respected, listened to, and that their interests were considered), each receiving 

9.5 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ) equating to 68% outcome satisfaction. 

 In the last outcome satisfaction category – Substantive Outcome Satisfaction – the 

interest/ need that received the greatest amount of affirmative replies ( ) was #7 (proponent 

clearly understands the stakeholders’/ community’s views regarding substantive issues, interests 

and concerns related to the project) with 13.5 out of 14 (96%) of the stakeholders interviewed 

indicating that they thought that the proponents did in fact understand their substantive issues, 

interests and needs; the remaining 4% thought the contrary. Ranking lowest within this outcome 

satisfaction category were #5 (costs and benefits of the project are clearly defined and widely 

understood by all stakeholders) and #6* (the project’s physical and environmental impacts are 

clearly defined and widely understood by all stakeholders). Findings indicate that 64% of the 
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stakeholders interviewed thought that the costs and benefits of the Mackenzie Gas Project, 

including its physical and environmental impacts, were clearly defined and widely understood by 

all stakeholders, while 36% did not. 

 For further detailed reading on other findings derived from the Stakeholder ‘Big Picture’ 

Triangle of Satisfaction, please refer to Appendix 8.  

  4.3.2. Actual outcome satisfaction by project component. After obtaining the ‘big 

picture’ view of the stakeholders’ actual outcome satisfaction, the information was further 

broken down to identify actual outcome satisfaction by project component. This method of 

analysis was particularly helpful in evaluating the effectiveness of each proponent’s public 

consultation process as it allowed for similarities and differences as well as strengths and 

weaknesses to emerge between the components, which are further explored in the ‘Research 

Analysis’ section.   

 4.3.2.1. Taglu Gas Field. 5 of the 14 stakeholders (36%) interviewed for this research 

project indicated that they had been consulted for the Taglu Gas Field. All of these 5 participants 

were also consulted for all of the other components of the Mackenzie Gas Project. To determine 

the outcome satisfaction for the Taglu Gas Field specifically, the findings derived from these 5 

participants were tabulated (see Appendix 9) and further depicted in the Taglu Gas Field 

Triangle of Satisfaction (see next page). 
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Key: Bold text identifies those interests/ needs that were fully/ optimally satisfied by the proponent; italicized text identifies those interests/ needs that 
were not fully satisfied by the proponent. 

 Findings show that optimal outcome satisfaction had been achieved for 7 of the 15 

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction interests/ needs during the Taglu Gas Field public consultation 

process with each interest/ need receiving 5 out of 5 affirmative replies ( ) from the stakeholders 

interviewed. These have been bolded in the Taglu Gas Field Triangle of Satisfaction and include: 

#1, #2, #3, #4b, #5, #6, #9 and #13. Ranking lowest in the Procedural Outcome Satisfaction 

category for the Taglu Gas Field were #4a, #7, and #8 (see bolded in triangle). Each received 3 

out of 5 affirmative replies ( ) indicating that 60% of the stakeholders interviewed thought that 

there was opportunity for them to be directly involved in generating solutions to concerns raised, 
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that a procedure had been established for obtaining and sharing accurate and credible technical or 

scientific data about the project and its potential/ actual impacts, and that resources were 

provided to them for independent data gathering; 40% disagreed.   

 In the Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction category, findings show that all of 

the interest/ needs received 5 out of 5 affirmative replies ( ), indicating 100% relational/ 

psychological outcome satisfaction by stakeholders of the Taglu Gas Field.  

 In the Substantive Outcome Satisfaction category, 7 of the 9 interests/ needs noted 

received 5 out of 5 affirmative replies ( ), indicating that #1, #2, #3, #4, #7, #8 and #9 are all 

interests/ needs that were optimally satisfied by the proponent (see bolded in triangle). Receiving 

majority negative replies though, were #5 and #6* with 60% of the stakeholders (3 out of 5) 

indicating that they did not feel that the costs and benefits as well as the project’s physical and 

environmental impacts were clearly defined and widely understood by the stakeholders. This 

particular interest/ need received the lowest amount of affirmative replies ( ) by stakeholders 

interviewed than any other interest/ need in each of the three outcome satisfaction categories for 

the Taglu Gas Field.  

For further detailed reading on other findings derived from the Taglu Gas Field Triangle 

of Satisfaction, please refer to Appendix 10. 

 4.3.2.2. Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Fields. The identical 6 of 14 stakeholders 

interviewed (43%) for this research project indicated that they were consulted for both the 

Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Fields. 5 of the 6 were also consulted for all other components 

of the Mackenzie Gas Project, while the remaining 1 had also been consulted for the Mackenzie 

Valley Pipeline. Their responses relating to the proponents’ ability to satisfy the interests/ needs 
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Key: Bold text identifies those interests/ needs that were fully/ optimally satisfied by the proponent; italicized text identifies those interests/ needs that 
were not fully satisfied by the proponent. 

noted in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction were tabulated (see Appendix 11) and jointly depicted 

in the Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Field Triangle of Satisfaction. 

 Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Field findings show that the project proponent fully 

satisfied 5 of the 15 Procedural Outcome Satisfaction interests/needs listed in Moore’s Triangle 

of Satisfaction. These have been bolded in the Parsons Lake & Niglintgak Gas Field Triangle of 

Satisfaction and include: #1, #2, #4b, #6, and #13. Ranking lowest in this category were #4a, 

#4c, #7, and #8 with 4 out of 6 affirmative replies ( ). This finding suggests that only 57% of the 

Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Field stakeholders interviewed thought that: there was an 
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opportunity to be directly involved in generating solutions to concerns raised; there were 

mutually acceptable and credible procedures for collecting data and obtaining detailed answers to 

specific questions; that a procedure was established for obtaining and sharing accurate and 

credible technical or scientific information about the project; and that resources were provided to 

them to enable independent data gathering, if necessary.  

 Identical to the Taglu Gas Field findings, stakeholders consulted for the Parsons Lake and 

Niglintgak Gas Fields indicated that the proponent was able to satisfy all of the interests/ needs 

listed in the Relational/Psychological Outcome Satisfaction category. This suggests that the 

Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Field proponents were able to achieve optimal outcome 

satisfaction through their public consultation processes for this outcome satisfaction type.  

 In the Substantive Outcome Satisfaction category, the interests/ needs that received 6 out 

of 6 affirmative replies ( ), indicating that the proponent was fully able to satisfy them, were #9 

and #8*, which have been bolded in the triangle. Ranking lowest in this category and across all 

three outcome satisfaction categories, as with the Taglu Gas Field, were #5 and #6* each 

receiving 4 out of 6 negative replies (X). This finding suggests that only 33% of the stakeholders 

consulted for the Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Fields thought that the costs and benefits of 

the project as well as the physical and environmental impacts of the projects were clearly defined 

by the proponent or widely understood by the stakeholders.   

For further detailed reading on other findings derived from the Parsons Lake & 

Niglintgak Gas Field Triangle of Satisfaction, please refer to Appendix 12. 

  4.3.2.3. Mackenzie Gathering System. 8 of the 14 stakeholders interviewed (57%) for 

this research project indicated that they had been consulted for the Mackenzie Gathering System. 

5 out of the 8 indicated that they had also been consulted for all other components of the 
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Key: Bold text identifies those interests/ needs that were fully/ optimally satisfied by the proponent; italicized text identifies those interests/ needs that 
were not fully satisfied by the proponent. 

Mackenzie Gas Project, while 3 indicated they had only been consulted for the Mackenzie 

Gathering System and the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. Their responses were tabulated (see 

Appendix 13) and depicted in the Mackenzie Gathering System Triangle of Satisfaction.  

In the Procedural Outcome Satisfaction category, the interests/ needs that received the 

highest amount of positive feedback with 8 out of 8 affirmative replies ( ) were #1, #3, #4b, #5, 

and #13, which have been bolded in the Mackenzie Gathering System Triangle of Satisfaction. 

This finding suggests that 100% outcome satisfaction had been achieved for these 5 interests/ 

needs. Ranking lowest in this category and overall across all of the three categories for the 

Mackenzie Gathering System was #8. This finding suggests that only half of the stakeholders 
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interviewed (4 out of 8) thought that resources had been provided to them to enable independent 

data gathering and evaluation, while the other 50% disagreed.  

 Unlike the three gas fields, optimal outcome satisfaction was not achieved in the 

Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction category for the Mackenzie Gathering System. 

However, #4, #5, #6, and #8* all received 8 out of 8 affirmative replies ( ) (see bolded in 

triangle) indicating that these 4 interests/ needs had been fully satisfied and/or addressed. 

Ranking lowest in this category with 6 out of 8 affirmative replies ( ) were #3 and #7*. This 

suggests that 75% of the Mackenzie Gathering System stakeholders felt that the proponent 

endeavored to make them feel respected, listened to, that their interests were considered, and that 

they are respected players concerning issues related to the project.  

 In the Substantive Outcome Satisfaction category, the interests/ needs that ranked highest 

were #1, #2, #7, and #8* (see bolded in triangle) each receiving 8 out of 8 affirmative replies ( ) 

or 100% outcome satisfaction. Ranking lowest in this category – a pattern that can be seen in the 

findings for the Taglu, Parsons Lake and Niglintgak gas fields – were #5 and #6* with 5 out of 8 

affirmative replies ( ). This finding indicates that only 63% of the stakeholders interviewed for 

the Mackenzie Gathering System thought that the costs and benefits of the project as well as the 

physical and environmental impacts of the projects were clearly defined by the proponent or 

widely understood by the stakeholders. 

For further detailed reading on other findings derived from the Mackenzie Gathering 

System Triangle of Satisfaction, please refer to Appendix 14. 

4.3.2.4. Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. All of the stakeholders interviewed for this research 

project (14 out of 14) indicated that they had been consulted for the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. 

The findings and Triangle of Satisfaction for the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline are therefore 
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identical to the findings for the Stakeholder ‘Big Picture’ Actual Outcome Satisfaction (refer to 

section 4.3.1.). 

 4.3.3. Actual outcome satisfaction by region. 

 4.3.3.1. Inuvialuit Settlement Region. 7 out of the 14 stakeholders (50%) interviewed for 

this research project were residents of the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. Of the 7, 5 had been 

consulted for all of the components of the Mackenzie Gas Project, 1 was consulted for the 

Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Fields as well as the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline only, and 1 

was consulted for the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline only.  Their outcome satisfaction responses 

were tabulated (see Appendix 15) and further depicted in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region 

Triangle of Satisfaction (see next page) to allow a snap-shot into the outcome satisfaction 

achieved by residents of that region regarding the Mackenzie Gas Project.  
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Key: Bold text identifies those interests/ needs that were fully/ optimally satisfied by the proponent; italicized text identifies those interests/ needs that 
were not fully satisfied by the proponent. 

  

#4b and #13 (see bolded in the triangle) were the only interests/ needs in the Procedural 

Outcome Satisfaction category that received 7 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ), indicating that all 

stakeholders in the Inuvialuit Settlement Region thought that the proponents took their concerns 

seriously and responded to them in a serious manner. All of the Inuvialuit Settlement Region 

stakeholders also thought that the proponents took significant tangible and measurable activities 

to address, if not fully satisfy, their procedural interests or concerns. Ranking lowest in this 

category were #4a, #7, and # 8. #4a received 4.5 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) indicating that 
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64% of the stakeholders interviewed thought that there was an opportunity to be directly 

involved to generating solutions to concerns raised, while #7 and #8 received 4 out of 7 

affirmative replies ( ) each, suggesting that only 57% of the stakeholders interviewed in the 

Inuvialuit Settlement Region thought that a procedure had been established for obtaining and 

sharing accurate and credible technical or scientific information and that resources had been 

provided to them for independent data gathering and evaluation.  

 Research findings suggest that the Mackenzie Gas Project proponents were able to fully 

satisfy the majority of the Inuvialuit Settlement Region stakeholders’ interests/ needs in the 

Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction category with #1, #2, #5, #6, and #8* all 

receiving 7 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) (see bolded in triangle). Ranking lowest in this 

category, although still at 6 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) each were #3, #4, #7*, indicating that 

86% of the stakeholders interviewed thought that the project proponent had a clear understanding 

of their substantive, relational/ psychological, and procedural issues related to the project and 

that they were made to feel respected, listened to and that all of their interests were considered as 

respected players concerning issues related to the project. 

 In the Substantive Outcome Satisfaction category, the interest/ need that received the 

greatest amount of affirmative replies ( ) (7 out of 7) was #8*. This suggests that 100% of the 

Inuvialuit Settlement Region stakeholders interviewed thought the proponents did take 

significant tangible and measurable activities to address, if not fully satisfy, their substantive 

interests or concerns. Ranking lowest in this category and across all outcome satisfaction 

categories for the Inuvialuit Settlement Region were #5 and #6* each receiving majority negative 

replies (X) (4 out of 7). This finding indicates that only 43% of the Inuvialuit Settlement Region 

respondents thought that the costs and benefits of the project as well as the physical and 
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environmental impacts of the project were clearly defined by the proponents or widely 

understood by the stakeholders. 

For further detailed reading on other findings within the Procedural and Substantive 

Outcome Satisfaction categories that have been derived from the Inuvialuit Settlement Region 

Triangle of Satisfaction, please refer to Appendix 16. 

 4.3.3.2. Sahtu Settlement Area. 7 of the 14 stakeholders (50%) interviewed for this 

research project were residents of the Sahtu Settlement Area. 2 of the 7 Sahtu Settlement Area 

interviewees had been consulted for the Mackenzie Gathering System and the Mackenzie Valley 

Pipeline, while the remaining 4 had been consulted for the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline only. 

Their outcome satisfaction responses were tabulated (see Appendix 17) and further depicted in 

the Sahtu Settlement Area Triangle of Satisfaction (see next page) for a snap-shot into the 

outcome satisfaction achieved by residents of this area for the Mackenzie Gas Project.  
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Key: Bold text identifies those interests/ needs that were fully/ optimally satisfied by the proponent; italicized text identifies those interests/ needs that 
were not fully satisfied by the proponent. 

  

#1, #3, #4a, #4c, and #7 all received 7 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ), indicating that the 

stakeholders in the Sahtu Settlement Area felt 100% outcome satisfaction with these 5 interests/ 

needs (see bolded in triangle). Ranking lowest was #11 with majority negative replies (X) (4 out 

of 7), suggesting that only 43% of the Sahtu Settlement Area interviewees thought that realistic 

project timelines and deadlines had been established and followed for the Mackenzie Gas 

Project.  

 In the Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction category, the two interests/ needs 

that scored the highest with 7 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ), indicating 100% outcome 
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satisfaction, were #4 and #6 (see bolded in triangle). Ranking lowest in this category with 3.5 out 

of 7 affirmative replies ( ) or 50% outcome satisfaction were #3 and #7*. These indicate that the 

research sample was split in terms of whether the interviewees felt that the proponent endeavored 

to make them feel respected, listened to, and that their interests were worth considering as 

respected players concerning issues related to the Mackenzie Gas Project. 

 Ranking highest in the Substantive Outcome Satisfaction category for the Sahtu 

Settlement Area were #1 and #7 with 7 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) each (see bolded in 

triangle). These findings indicate that Sahtu stakeholders interviewed for this research project 

felt that they were able to obtain credible and accurate information about the Mackenzie Gas 

Project and that the proponent clearly understood their substantive, relational/ psychological and 

procedural interests and concerns related to the project. Ranking lowest in this category were #4 

and #9, each receiving 4 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ), although #4 received 2 negative replies 

and 1 abstention and #9 received 1 negative reply and 2 abstentions. The replies to #4 and #9 

suggest that 57% of Sahtu stakeholders thought that the proponent provided them with an 

explanation as to why their interests or concerns could not be addressed or fully met and 14% did 

not (29% abstained from indicating whether this interest was satisfied or not). 57% of Sahtu 

stakeholders interviewed also believed common acceptable standards were develop to evaluate 

gathered information related to the project while 29% thought the contrary (14% abstained from 

replying to this interview question).  

For further detailed reading on other findings derived from the Sahtu Settlement Area 

Triangle of Satisfaction, please refer to Appendix 18. 
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4.4. Could anything have increased the stakeholders’ outcome satisfaction?  

5 of the 14 stakeholders interviewed indicated that they did not feel anything could have 

been done differently to increase their overall outcome satisfaction with the public consultation 

process they participated in for the Mackenzie Gas Project, while 11 provided a wide spectrum 

of feedback. The feedback included such things as: paying more attention to bridging the 

language gap between proponents and stakeholders to ensure that confusion did not arise out of 

translations; simplifying the regulatory review process by ending the Mackenzie Gas Pipeline at 

the Northwest Territories-Alberta border, which would facilitate a completely made-in-the-North 

process that did not require joint jurisdictional review; providing more education to Northerners 

about what a structured public consultation process for a mega-project looks like to increase 

community participation and comfort with such a process; managing public messaging more 

effectively to allow for a better flow of public communication; engaging in increased discussions 

with communities about the infrastructure and services that would be needed to operate a mega-

project to prevent taxpayers from being required to subsidize the services and infrastructure 

required; allowing communities the opportunity to re-evaluate if they wanted the project to move 

forward; increasing clarity on economic opportunities as well as establishing clearer steps for 

how social impacts were going to be minimized; and lastly, getting the proposed project built.   

4.5. Benefit of Mediation in Public Consultation 

 Contrary to consensus in conflict management literature, which suggests that utilizing a 

third party mediator or facilitator is better for overall outcome success than not utilizing one at 

all (Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; Carpenter & Kennedy, 2001; Susskind, 1985), 

research findings overwhelmingly indicate that both Mackenzie Gas Project proponents and 

stakeholders believe there is little to no benefit in utilizing mediation in public consultation. Each 
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of the project proponents interviewed also indicated that they did not consider incorporating 

mediation into their public consultation processes for the Mackenzie Gas Project.  

Imperial Oil indicated that all of the groups consulted “did not have difficulties sharing 

their perspectives [and] once we build a trusting relationship, that trusting relationship cannot be 

established through mediation. Mediation was not considered [by Imperial Oil] because it was 

clear that this was a relationship-oriented information exchange and using a mediator was not a 

path to achieving that” (Manager, Syncrude Joint Interest – Imperial Oil, personal 

communication, March 20, 2012). Imperial Oil also noted that it does not see a benefit in 

utilizing mediation in future similar processes for that same reason, while mediation could only 

perhaps be considered in circumstances where there is unwillingness between the two parties to 

engage. The sole purpose of the mediator would then be to seed communication and 

subsequently exit the exchange: 

“A third party [such as a mediator] does not allow the groups to get to the table that they 

need to be at. Groups need to overcome those problems and they need to do it 

together…through open, honest, and common understanding of what each other’s drivers 

are and the ability to tolerate people who might be angry” (Manager, Syncrude Joint 

Interest – Imperial Oil, personal communication, March 20, 2012). 

ConocoPhillips Canada also indicated that it did not consider utilizing mediation as part 

of its public consultation process, although it did at times host focus groups with facilitators 

(Participant 2, personal communication, March 19, 2012). One of the ConocoPhillips Canada 

interviewees indicated that the primary reason for not utilizing or considering mediation was 

because mediation to them implies an existing conflict, while ConocoPhillips Canada chose to 

utilize other tools: 
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“It is not that we did not use mediation because of the stigma it implies in regard to 

having a conflict, but rather because our first principle for stakeholder engagement is to 

consult and we consulted long before filing, which resulted in a lot of changes to the 

project. We tried to arrive at common understanding and deal with issues prior to the 

hearing process. We did arrive to the hearings with some of the issues unresolved, which 

allowed both proponents and stakeholders to be able to present their case to the Joint 

Review Panel that was then able to arrive at a decision. Mediation just did not come-up as 

a tool because we had other tools – if we had outstanding issues that we could not resolve 

we may have used mediation but it just did not come-up” (Participant 2, personal 

communication, March 19, 2012).  

 That same interviewee also indicated that it is difficult for them to view mediation as 

anything but a dispute resolution tool – one which assumes a complete failure of communication 

(Participant 2, personal communication, March 19, 2012). However, opinions regarding the 

benefit of mediation were split amongst the ConocoPhillips Canada interviewees. Another 

interviewee indicated that in hindsight it would have perhaps been wise to use mediation as part 

of ConocoPhillips Canada’s public consultation process because “stakeholders and companies 

were perhaps not listening well enough to each other” (B. Plesuk, personal communication, 

March 19, 2012). Additionally, that same interviewee noted that mediation could increase the 

success of public consultation in the context of natural resource exploration projects in Canada 

because “the ultimate goal for the community and company is quality development. Therefore, 

anything that enhances the quality of the project is good” (B. Plesuk, personal communication, 

March 19, 2012).  
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 Much like Imperial Oil and ConocoPhillips Canada, Shell Canada also indicated that it 

did not consider utilizing mediation as part of its public consultation process. However, it did 

have “mediation embedded in both the land access and benefits agreements as a means for an 

alternative dispute resolution mechanism” (Participant 1, personal communication, March 19, 

2012). When asked why they had not considered utilizing mediation, the Shell Canada 

interviewee indicated that: 

 “Risk to us is someone making a recommendation that is cost prohibitive or that we could 

not fulfill. Our fear would be a loss of control and we would also then have to educate the 

mediator to ensure they had a technical background to understand what the risks and 

benefits were. To find a mediator that would be acceptable to the Aboriginal groups, 

territorial and federal government, as well as the proponents would be quite challenging” 

(Participant 1, personal communication, March 19, 2012).  

Therefore, rather than a stigma being associated with utilizing a mediator it is a fear of 

risk as well as industry not being able to control and manage that risk. When asked whether 

mediation might benefit future similar processes, the Shell Canada interviewee indicated that it 

would depend on the scope of the issue mediated, noting that it would not be appropriate in a 

broader scope but could perhaps work within a specific scope: “Limiting the scope of what the 

intermediary is going to be working on is important.  If it is outside of their competence level 

they can cause all kinds of problems” (Participant 1, personal communication, March 19, 2012). 

This comment is supported by literature, which suggests that it is imperative for a third party 

mediator to be chosen based on substantive skills and knowledge of the dispute area (Orr, 

Emerson & Keyes, 2008; Susskind, 1985).   
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On the stakeholder side, 10 of the 14 stakeholders (71%) interviewed for this research 

project also indicated that they do not believe mediation would have increased their outcome 

satisfaction with the public consultation process(es) they participated in and that mediation 

would likely not benefit future similar public consultation processes in the North (see Appendix 

19). Majority of these interviewees indicated that overall communication between the proponents 

and stakeholders was good and that mediation for this reason was not required as part of the 

Mackenzie Gas Project public consultation processes. One interviewee also noted, echoing a 

ConocoPhillips Canada interviewee’s comments, that there were other dispute resolution 

mechanisms in place to address disputes, such as the Joint Review Panel and National Energy 

Board. Furthermore, as indicated by more than one research interviewee, it is also important to 

consider that Aboriginal peoples in the North view themselves as strong and competent peoples 

who can handle any and all disputes on their own (Participant 15, personal communication, June 

8, 2012), thereby limiting their desire for mediation. While literature suggests that mediation 

certainly influences a conflict management process by either adding or subtracting value from 

the process (Orr, Emerson & Keyes, 2008; Mareschal, 2005), it can be concluded based on 

research findings that mediation in public consultation for natural resource exploration and 

development projects is thought to subtract rather than add value. 

However, out of the 14 stakeholders interviewed, 1 interviewee did in fact think that 

mediation would have benefited their overall outcome satisfaction with the public consultation 

processes. They also suggested that it might benefit future similar public consultation processes 

as a tool for helping improve communication and clarifying the questions asked and answered 

(Participant 16, personal communication, June 10, 2012). Lastly, 3 of the 14 stakeholders 
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interviewed indicated ‘maybe’ as their answer; 1 of the 3 cited a neutral position on the subject 

matter and the remaining 2 abstained for providing any reasoning for their standpoint.  

Chapter 5: Research Analysis 

5.1. Impact of the National Energy Board’s Regulatory Requirements on Design of Public 

Consultation Processes 

 Research findings indicate that the National Energy Board’s regulatory requirements did 

impact the Mackenzie Gas Project proponents’ design of their public consultation processes, 

although quite loosely. Project proponents had to take into consideration much more than the 

National Energy Board’s regulatory requirements, including the requirements set by the partners 

to the Cooperation Plan as well as their own stakeholder engagement philosophies. 

 Since the National Energy Board is a goal-oriented regulator that aims to ensure 

stakeholders are properly and adequately consulted for a project, it does not provide proponents 

with specific requirements that need to be accomplished as part of public consultation in relation 

to the project or the proponent’s relationship with its stakeholders. Rather, proponents are 

provided with parameters – a starting point, which is the Filing Manual, and end point, which 

requires the proponent to prove to the National Energy Board that it has adequately consulted 

with the project’s stakeholders. Other than being provided with these parameters to work within, 

proponents of the Mackenzie Gas Project were allowed significant freedom in designing their 

public consultation processes, ultimately leaving it at the proponents’ discretion to decide how 

they were going to meet the general requirements laid out by the National Energy Board.  

 What this finding indicates is that the proponents’ public consultation design and its rules 

of engagement were most significantly influenced by their own corporate stakeholder 

engagement philosophies, while their approach and commitment to the communities impacted by 
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their component(s) of the Mackenzie Gas Project largely depended on the importance of the 

project to each of them and the type of relationship desired (short-term or long-term).  

5.2. Intended versus Actual Outcome Satisfaction 

 Research findings suggest that the collective intent of the Mackenzie Gas Project 

proponents – Imperial Oil, ConocoPhillips Canada, and Shell Canada – was to satisfy and/or 

address through their public consultation activities nearly all of the procedural, relational/ 

psychological, and substantive interests/ needs identified in Christopher Moore’s Triangle of 

Satisfaction. The exceptions being their ability to establish and follow realistic timelines and 

deadlines as well as uncertainty – on part of a ConocoPhillips Canada interviewee – as to 

whether stakeholders were consistently able to obtain accurate information about all of the other 

parties’ issues, concerns, and interests related to the Mackenzie Gas Project. The intent of the 

proponents to achieve near-optimal outcome satisfaction through their public consultation 

activities indicates the significant economic importance of the Mackenzie Gas Project to each of 

them and a desire to engage in long-term community relationship building so as to ensure project 

success and sustainability while keeping in-line with their business practices. 

Research results derived from stakeholder interviews indicate that the proponents were 

not able to collectively accomplish near-optimal outcome satisfaction as intended. Although, 

with majority positive ( ) over negative (X) replies regarding whether the proponents were able 

to satisfy each interest/ need listed in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction it can be suggested that 

the Mackenzie Gas Project public consultation processes were an overall successes.  

The stakeholder ‘big picture’ research findings suggest that the three proponents actively 

involved in public consultation activities were not only collectively most successful in 

demonstrating an honest and sincere intent to address stakeholder concerns but had also ensured 
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easy access and frequent contact with stakeholders, and clearly understood the stakeholders’/ 

community’s views regarding substantive issues, interests, and concerns related to the 

Mackenzie Gas Project. Equally important is the finding that proponents did not fail to 

completely satisfy any one of the interests/ needs listed in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction, 

although they were least successful overall in providing resources to stakeholders that would 

have enabled the independent gathering and evaluation of project-related data, if necessary. This 

suggests a power-imbalance between Mackenzie Gas Project proponents and stakeholders, as a 

key ingredient indicated by conflict management literature for accomplishing power-balance – a 

necessary attribute for a successful conflict management outcome – is equal access to 

information and resources (Andrew, 2001; Bourdeaux, O’Leary, & Thornburgh, 2001; Carpenter 

& Kennedy, 2001; Mohr & Spekman, 1994; Carpenter & Kennedy, 1985). Additionally, findings 

indicate that proponents could have done more to make the Mackenzie Gas Project stakeholders 

feel respected, listened to, and to indicate to them that their interests had been considered as 

respected players concerning issues related to the project. This too implies a power-imbalance 

between proponents and stakeholders as literature suggests that parties will experience increased 

satisfaction as respected players through an equitable process facilitated by power-sharing. 

Research findings also indicate that proponents could have done more to better or more clearly 

define the project’s costs and benefits as well as the project’s physical and environmental 

impacts.  

5.2.1. By project component. The custom Triangles of Satisfaction created for each 

component of the Mackenzie Gas Project allowed for a comparative analysis of the proponents’ 

ability to satisfy stakeholder interests/ needs for each project component. It also allowed the 

emergence of a pattern of similarities and differences as well as strengths and weaknesses that 
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enabled a more detailed insight into the proponents’ ability to satisfy and/ or address 

stakeholders’ interests and needs for their specific component(s) of the project.  

Research findings suggest that the stakeholders consulted for the Taglu Gas Field 

experienced the highest outcome satisfaction as compared to stakeholders of any other 

component of the Mackenzie Gas Project. All of the Taglu Gas Field stakeholders that had been 

interviewed indicated that the proponent was able to satisfy and/or address all of their relational/ 

psychological interests/ needs, while all positive replies ( ) were also indicated by the 

stakeholders interviewed for 8 of the 13 procedural interests/ needs and 7 of the 9 substantive 

interests/ needs, which have been bolded for identification purposes in the Taglu Gas Field 

Triangle of Satisfaction (see page 74).  

Stakeholders for the Parsons Lake and Niglitgak Gas Fields experienced the second 

highest outcome satisfaction. All interviewees who had been consulted for both of these 

components indicated that the proponent was able to satisfy all of their relational/ psychological 

interests/ needs, and all provided positive replies ( ) for 5 of the 13 procedural interests/ needs, 

and 2 of the 9 substantive interests/ needs that have been bolded for identification purposes in the 

Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Field Triangle of Satisfaction (see page 76).   

The stakeholders interviewed for the Mackenzie Gathering System experienced the 

second lowest outcome satisfaction, while the lowest outcome satisfaction was experienced by 

stakeholders consulted for the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. Stakeholders who were interviewed 

for the Mackenzie Gathering System provided all positive replies ( ) to 3 of the 8 relational/ 

psychological interests/ needs they were asked to consider and indicated all positive replies ( ) 

for 4 of the 13 procedural interests/ needs as well as 4 of the 9 substantive interests/ needs. A 

distinct lower overall satisfaction as compared to the other components was identified for the 
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Mackenzie Valley Pipeline as the research participants indicated all positive replies ( ) for only 

1 of the 8 relational/ psychological interests/ needs and none of the procedural and substantive 

interests/ needs. Although the research sample for each component has to be kept in mind when 

making any comparisons, the information gathered suggests that the public consultation 

processes for the three gas fields were more successful than those of the Mackenzie Gathering 

System and Mackenzie Valley Pipeline, therefore indicating a hierarchy of satisfaction. What 

this finding implies is that the satisfaction experienced by stakeholders consulted for the three 

gas fields may have been greater because of the multiple proponents consulting both separately 

and jointly in a concentrated area versus a single proponent (Imperial Oil) consulting on its own 

for two large project components (Mackenzie Gathering System and Mackenzie Valley 

Pipeline). Stakeholders for each of the three gas fields would have had greater interaction with 

the proponents during consultation as more public consultation professionals from each of the 

companies would have been talking to a lot of the same stakeholders. This could have enabled 

more their interests/ needs to be satisfied and/or addressed by the proponents, which may have 

resulted in the greater outcome satisfaction.  

Furthermore, the patterns identified through the custom Triangles of Satisfaction for the 

three gas fields suggest distinct strengths and weaknesses experienced by the proponents’ public 

consultation processes for those particular project components. Each was able to fully achieve 

relational/psychological stakeholder outcome satisfaction. Each was also able to: maintain 

frequent contact and easy access with stakeholders; establish clear process goals that were 

articulated and widely understood by all stakeholders; take all questions and concerns seriously 

and respond to them in a meaningful manner; disseminate information in a form that was widely 

understood by the stakeholders; take significant tangible and measurable activities to address, if 
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not fully satisfy the stakeholders’ procedural as well as substantive interests/ concerns; and 

provide a reasonable explanation to its stakeholders if interests/ concerns could not be fully 

addressed or met. Where a pattern of weakness has been identified, though, was in the 

proponents’ ability to establish a clear process that enabled direct stakeholder participation in 

raising questions and concerns; establishing a procedure for obtaining and sharing accurate and 

credible technical or scientific information about the project and its impacts; informing 

stakeholders of available resources that could be provided to them for independent data gathering 

and evaluation; and clearly defining as well as ensuring a wide understanding of the costs and 

benefits of the project including the project’s physical and environmental impacts. The first three 

weaknesses support the notion that Mackenzie Gas Project proponents and stakeholders 

experienced a power-imbalance, while the last two weaknesses are also shared with the 

Mackenzie Gathering System and the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. These weaknesses should be 

evaluated and taken into consideration by all project proponents.   

5.2.2. By region. If the data gathered is looked at according to region, regardless of 

project component consulted for or proponent consulted by, it can be concluded that stakeholders 

in the Sahtu Settlement Area experienced similar actual outcome satisfaction to those in the 

Inuvialuit Settlement Region. Inuvialuit Settlement Region stakeholders interviewed provided a 

greater amount of all-positive replies ( ) in the Relational/Psychological Outcome Satisfaction 

category with 5 of the 8 interests/ needs listed receiving all-positive replies ( ). This is compared 

to the 2 of the 8 interests/ needs that received all-positive replies ( ) in the same category from 

the Sahtu Settlement Area stakeholders interviewed. However, stakeholders interviewed from the 

Sahtu Settlement Area noted higher outcome satisfaction in terms of procedural and substantive 

outcome satisfaction, having provided all positive replies ( ) to 5 of the 13 procedural interests/ 
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needs and 2 of the 9 substantive interests/ needs listed versus the 2 of the 13 procedural and 1 of 

the 9 substantive interests/ needs that received all positive replies ( ) by stakeholders 

interviewed from the Inuvialuit Settlement Region.  

The single common strength experienced between the two regions was the proponents’ 

ability to demonstrate an honest and sincere intention to respond to stakeholder concerns. The 

single common weakness was the proponents’ ability to make the stakeholders feel respected, 

listened to and that their interests had been considered as respected players concerning issues 

related to the Mackenzie Gas Project. While each region had a distinct set of interests/ needs that 

the proponents were able to fully satisfy (see pages 81 and 84), research findings reveal that the 

overall least satisfied interest/ need for Inuvialuit Settlement Region stakeholders was the clear 

definition and stakeholder understanding of costs and benefits of the project as well as the 

project’s physical and environmental impacts. For the Sahtu Settlement Area stakeholders, the 

least overall satisfied interest/ need was the proponents’ ability to establish and follow realistic 

timelines and deadlines, which is a finding that will likely not surprise the proponents due to the 

project’s long history and the proponents’ collective uncertainty regarding whether their public 

consultation processes intended to satisfy this particular interest/ need. 

5.3. What Could Have Been Done Differently? 

This project’s research findings suggest that the area that may have required greater 

attention was the proponents’ ability to satisfy and/or address the stakeholders’ procedural and 

substantive interests/ needs. Increased attention to these two outcome satisfaction types would 

have benefited the proponents’ relationship with the stakeholders and would have positively 

impacted the stakeholders’ relationship/ emotional satisfaction. This domino effect would have 

increased the stakeholders’ overall outcome satisfaction with each of the three outcome 
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satisfaction types and would have increased the overall effectiveness of proponent engagement 

with the communities in the Northwest Territories. 

To achieve greater Procedural and Substantive Outcome Satisfaction, proponents should 

have maintained a continued and regular presence of public consultation professionals from their 

corporate head-offices in the Northwest Territories until such time that project construction 

begins. Although Imperial Oil has local offices with project community liaisons in the Northwest 

Territories, the stakeholders interviewed indicated that they have not seen or heard from the 

individuals they were directly consulted by since the filing of the regulatory application in 2004. 

A lack of presence by these individuals coupled with the uncertainties surrounding the 

construction of the Mackenzie Gas Project has left the stakeholders feeling frustrated; the flow of 

information has decreased and stakeholders have been left in the dark regarding the project’s 

future, which has likely impacted their overall Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction 

with the Mackenzie Gas Project.  

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1. Conclusions 

Conflict management literature denotes that a successful conflict management outcome 

today is one that not only resolves the immediate problem but is able to arrive at a sustainable 

solution.  Literature also suggests that an interest-based consensual approach to conflict 

management will provide most efficient results as an outcome has to be equitable to have 

stabilizing and/or sustainable consequences. This project’s research findings indicate that these 

same principles apply to effective public consultation for natural resource exploration and 

development projects in Canada’s North. They also suggest that public consultation is an 

effective method for addressing stakeholder interests and needs in Canada’s North and validate 
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the importance of the recurring conflict management attributes  identified in conflict 

management literature as necessary for achieving successful outcomes. This project’s research 

findings point to the importance of satisfying and/or addressing a stakeholder’s relational/ 

psychological interests as a basis for successful public consultation. However, they also confirm 

the organic interconnectedness of Procedural, Relational/ Psychological, and Substantial 

Outcome Satisfaction. To achieve optimal outcome satisfaction, project proponents must take 

into consideration all three interests types equally, while a proponent’s stakeholder engagement 

philosophy and principles must place equal emphasis on satisfying its stakeholders’ procedural 

and substantive interests as it does on satisfying their relational/ psychological interests.   

Although not flawless, the Mackenzie Gas Project’s public consultation processes can be 

deemed both effective and an overall success that should serve as models to be built on and 

enhanced for future similar public consultation processes in Canada’s North. Their positive 

results were facilitated by the unique structure of the Mackenzie Gas Project including its 

regulatory review process, a long-term economic incentive for Aboriginal peoples of the 

Northwest Territories facilitated through land claim settlements and the creation of the 

Aboriginal Pipeline Group, as well as the proponents’ desire to engage with local communities 

impacted by the project in a socially responsible manner that emphasized long-term relationship 

and trust building. However, as long as the proponents view public consultation as a one-time 

activity rather than ongoing engagement, they will be left particularly vulnerable to having to re-

build those relationships from scratch if the project operator (Imperial Oil) decides against the 

construction of the Mackenzie Gas Project. This structural roadblock leaves their efforts and 

presence in the Northwest Territories particularly vulnerable regardless of the small gap that this 

research project identified between the intended versus actual outcome satisfaction. Furthermore, 
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while being guided by the requirements set forth by the National Energy Board and various other 

regulators, research findings indicate that it is the proponents’ stakeholder engagement 

philosophy and principles that have been shown to have the greatest impact on the design and 

execution of their public consultation processes.  

This project’s research findings also overwhelmingly indicate that neither proponents nor 

stakeholders of the Mackenzie Gas Project see a value in incorporating mediation into public 

consultation. Both sides experienced strong mutual communication and felt that the made-in-the-

North regulatory review process was able to handle any and all remaining disputes between the 

parties. Whereas some indication was provided suggesting that mediation may potentially benefit 

future similar processes in instances of complete communication failure, research findings 

indicate that there is an inherent resistance by both Northerners and the oil and gas industry in 

placing a non-partial ‘outsider’ between them. Public consultation professionals view 

communication facilitation and dispute resolution as a role of their own while Northerners 

strongly believe that they have full internal capacity to resolve disputes on their own.  

6.2. Recommendations 

6.2.1. For Mackenzie Gas Project proponents. The uncertainty as to if and when the 

Mackenzie Gas Project will move into the construction phase is an emotionally charged issue in 

the North that has the potential of heavily damaging the successful relationship that project 

proponents – Imperial Oil, ConocoPhillips Canada, and Shell Canada – have been able to build 

with the communities in the Northwest Territories since the inception of renewed project 

exploration in 1999.  However, since the conclusion of formal public consultation and more 

significantly the approval of the project by the National Energy Board, the type and amount of 

engagement with the communities of the Northwest Territories appears to have decreased 
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dramatically. This is leading the proponents towards a slippery slope of broken promises, which 

undoubtedly may change their legacy of successful stakeholder engagement in the Northwest 

Territories and may impact future projects that the proponents endeavor to build. To remedy the 

current relationship, I strongly recommend that proponents increase communication with all 

stakeholders in the Northwest Territories about the details of the current status of the project. I 

recommend that this be done through an increased and consistent presence of public consultation 

professionals in the Northwest Territories from the proponents’ corporate head-offices until such 

time that a decision is made regarding project construction. It is imperative that an open and 

honest flow of communication continue between the proponents and stakeholders for the sake of 

not only the Mackenzie Gas Project but all future natural resource exploration and development 

projects in the North. The proponents should not expect the stakeholders whom they so heavily 

consulted as part of a formal process to receive news about the project’s status and future via 

popular news channels.  

Furthermore, should the project proponents not be able to begin construction of the 

project by the deadline mandated by the National Energy Board, under no circumstances should 

they be required to go through the entire application re-filing process that would require another 

set of formal public consultations for the same project. The Mackenzie Gas Project’s 

stakeholders have been over-consulted as is stemming back to the Berger Inquiry; they are 

fatigued, frustrated, and simply want to see project construction begin. Going forward, 

proponents and regulators should keep this in-mind and ensure that all of their actions related to 

the Mackenzie Gas project are stakeholder-centric. Additionally, it is my recommendation that 

the Mackenzie Gas Project proponents and any other oil and gas proponents that wish to expand 

operations into the North not do so until such time that the loop is closed on the Mackenzie Gas 
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Project. Consulting for future projects at a time when the Mackenzie Gas Project’s future is still 

unknown will likely not set proponents on a path of either short or long-term relationship-

building success.   

6.2.2. For future natural resource projects in the North. The Mackenzie Gas Project’s 

regulatory structure captured in the Cooperation Plan significantly helped simplify its regulatory 

requirements and process. Considering the North has a vast number of regulatory bodies and 

agencies that would each have impact on a northern project, it is highly recommendable that any 

and all future projects follow a similar structure. Additionally, to improve on this structure, each 

project’s unique joint regulatory plan should apply to the project as a whole. That is, if a project 

impacts Nunavut, Northwest Territories, and Yukon, the joint regulatory plan should capture and 

include all regulators within those three territories and provinces so that the regulatory 

requirements and process are consistent, clear and as simple as possible.   

 Second, it is advisable that as part of the regulatory process, each proponent be held 

accountable to a regulator responsible for project approval – such as the National Energy Board 

is for cross-provincial projects – in terms of its intended approach to stakeholder engagement. I 

am proposing a method of checks and balances that would ensure a certain standard or rules of 

stakeholder engagement be satisfied by the project proponents prior to any contact with the 

communities impacted by the proposed project. The checks and balances should be based on an 

interests-based consensual approach to stakeholder engagement and could be as simple as a third 

party examining the proponent’s intended public consultation process or model to identify 

whether it is poised to meet their stakeholders’ relationship/ psychological, procedural, and 

substantive interests. This process of checks and balances could then produce recommendations 

to proponents as to how to improve their stakeholder engagement methodologies and would also 
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ensure a stakeholder-centric approach that would be more likely to produce positive engagement 

results, and with it project success and sustainability. This process would also prevent less 

experienced and less community-focused project proponents from engaging with communities in 

potentially negligible ways that might jeopardize the community’s overall relationship with and 

perception of the natural resource industry. 

 Thirdly, I strongly recommend for future project proponents in the North not to force 

access into communities that are overtly closed to the idea of natural resource exploration and 

development. Too often proponents will ignore a community’s strong stance against a project, 

which subsequently sets the proponent on a path towards poor engagement. To help encourage 

community participation, I recommend the formalization of stakeholder ownership models, 

based on the Aboriginal Pipeline Group, which will allow the communities a direct interest and 

stake in the proposed project thereby increasing their interest and ownership of the project.  This 

proved a highly successful tool in the Mackenzie Gas Project that should be built on. 

Furthermore, I recommend greater involvement of such a business entity in public consultation 

activities to help bridge any and all communication gaps between the project proponents and the 

communities, if necessary. The creation and involvement of a stakeholder ownership group 

within public consultation could serve as an important tool in determining the project’s short and 

long-term success.  

Finally, I recommend that the role of mediation be further explored in the context of 

public consultation and the natural resource industry. Regardless of this research project’s 

findings in relation to the benefit of mediation in public consultation as perceived by Mackenzie 

Gas Project proponents and stakeholders, I believe that there is merit in further exploring 
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whether and how mediation might benefit the public consultation process if utilized as a training 

tool that could facilitate increased communication and negotiation skills.   
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Stakeholder Interview Guide 

Interview Questionnaire 

1. Which component(s) of the Mackenzie Gas Project were you consulted for [‘place an ‘X 
next to the project component(s)]?  
 
____   The Niglintgak gas field (Shell Canada); 
____   Taglu gas field (Imperial Oil); 
____   Parsons Lake gas field (ConocoPhillips Canada); 
____   Mackenzie Gathering System (Imperial Oil); and/or 
____   Mackenzie Valley Pipeline (Imperial Oil) 
 

2. Do you recall which company you were consulted by?  
 
____   Shell Canada; 
____   ConocoPhillips Canada; 
____   Imperial Oil. 

 
Please answer the following questions with yes/no answers (place an ‘X’ next to the most 
suitable answer): 
 

3. Did you experience frequent contact with and easy access to the company/ companies 
you were consulted by? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

4. Were clear public consultation process goals established and articulated by the company/ 
companies you were consulted by, which you widely understood and accepted? 

Yes ____; No _____ 
 

5. Did you experience a defined and consistent process established by the company/ 
companies you were consulted by for answering your questions and concerns? 

Yes ____; No _____ 
 

6. Was there an opportunity for you or members of your community to be directly involved 
in generating solutions to concerns that you or your community raised? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
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7. Did you feel that your community’s questions and concerns were taken seriously and 

responded to in a meaningful manner? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 

 
8. To you knowledge, did a procedure exist which was mutually accepted by you/ your 

community and the company/ companies you were consulted by, for collecting data 
related to the MGP and obtaining detailed answers to specific questions? (i.e. did a 
process exist through which you knew how you could obtain detailed answers to specific 
questions?) 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

9. Was there a clear process in place for disseminating accurate information about the 
Mackenzie Gas Project? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 
 

10. Was information disseminated to you and your community in a form that you 
understood? 

Yes ____; No _____ 
 

11. Do you feel that a procedure was implemented by the company/ companies you were 
consulted by that allowed you and your community to obtain and share (with other 
communities if necessary) both accurate and credible technical or scientific data about the 
project and its potential impacts? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

12. Were resources made available to your community (in case you needed them) that would 
allow you to independently gather information and data relating to the Mackenzie Gas 
Project? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

13. To your best knowledge, were procedures established by the company/ companies you 
were consulted by for readdressing issues that may arise throughout the project’s 
lifetime? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
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14. To your best knowledge, were any procedures developed by the company/ companies 
you were consulted by for addressing potential future impacts of the project which could 
only be addressed at a later time when additional issues have been identified? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

15. Do you feel that realistic timelines were set and deadlines followed for the Mackenzie 
Gas Project’s public consultation process? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 

 
16. Did the company/ companies you were consulted by adjust its/ their public consultation 

process based on your changing needs, if any? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

17. Do you feel that the company/ companies you were consulted by took significant tangible 
and measurable activities to address, if not fully satisfy, your community’s concerns and 
interests related to the public consultation process? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 

18.  Do you feel that the company/ companies engaged in a meaningful sequence of 
interactions with you and your community throughout all of the Mackenzie Gas Project’s 
phases to-date? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

19. Did you experience a committed to consistent interaction between your community and 
the company/ companies? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

20. Did you and your community feel respected and listened to, and that the company/ 
companies you were consulted by considered all of your interests? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 

 
21. Did the company/ companies demonstrate that they had a clear understanding of all of 

your community’s issues related to the project? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
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22. Did you feel that the company/ companies you were consulted by thought of all the issues 
and needs you raised regarding the Mackenzie Gas Project as worthwhile exploring and 
considering? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

23. Did you feel that the company/ companies you were consulted by demonstrated an honest 
and sincere intention to respond to your community’s concerns regarding the Mackenzie 
Gas Project and/or its public consultation process? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 

24. Were you able to obtain credible and accurate information and data about the Mackenzie 
Gas Project? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

25. Was it possible for you to obtain accurate information about all of the other parties’ 
issues, concerns and interests related to the Mackenzie Gas Project? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

26. Did the company/ companies actively engage with you to identify and address 
misinformation, misperceptions or disinformation (any information that you didn’t 
understand or thought was designed to skew your perceptions of the project)? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

 
27. Do you feel that the company/ companies you were consulted by developed common, 

acceptable standards and criteria for evaluating the information gathered relating to the 
Mackenzie Gas Project? 

Yes ____; No _____ 
 

28. Do you feel that the costs and benefits of the project (cultural, socio-economic, and 
environmental) were clearly defined by the company/ companies you were consulted by 
in such a way that you and your community clearly understood them? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
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29. Did you feel that the company/ companies you were consulted by had a clear 
understanding of your community’s issues, interests and concerns related to the 
Mackenzie Gas Project? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

30. Did the company/ companies you were consulted by provide you with a reasonable 
explanation for why, if at all, your community’s interests or concerns couldn’t be 
addressed or fully met? 
 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 

31. Is there anything else that has not been addressed by the previous questions in this 
interview questionnaire that the company/ companies you were consulted by could have 
done as part of their public consultation process that would have increased your overall 
satisfaction with the Mackenzie Gas Project? 

 
Yes ____; No _____ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

32. Could the use of mediation have changed/ impacted your satisfaction with the public 
consultation process? (yes/ no/ maybe) 
 
Yes ____; No _____; Maybe ______ 
 

a. If yes, please specify why you feel that it would have altered your satisfaction 
with the process? 
 
 

b. If no, why do you feel that it would make no difference if mediation had been 
used?  
 

c. If maybe, please identify pros and cons.  

 

 

If yes, please explain: 
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Appendix 2: Aurora Research Institute Scientific Research Licence 
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Appendix 3: Interview Stage 1 Data Tabulation – Proponent ‘Big Picture’ Intended 

Outcome Satisfaction 

Christopher Moore’s 
Triangle of Satisfaction 

Imperial 
Oil 

Triangle of 
Satisfaction 

ConocoPhillips 
Canada (CP)  
Triangle of 
Satisfaction 

Shell 
Canada 

Triangle of 
Satisfaction 

Interest/need in 
Moore’s Triangle 

that the proponent  
didn’t have full 

confidence it was 
able to address/ 

satisfy
Imp. 
Oil

CP Shell 

 
 
1. 

Frequent contact with and 
easy access between 
stakeholders and project 
proponent. 

   

 
2. 
 

Clear process goals 
established, articulated, 
widely understood and 
accepted by all stakeholders. 

   

 
3. 
 

A defined and consistent 
process for answering 
questions and concerns of 
stakeholders and project 
proponent. 

   

4a. Opportunity for stakeholders 
to be directly involved in 
generating solutions to 
concerns raised. 

   

4b. Proponent took all 
stakeholder questions and 
concerns seriously and 
responded to them in a 
meaningful manner. 

   

4c. Mutually acceptable and 
credible procedure for 
collecting data and obtaining 
detailed answers to specific 
questions. 

   

5. Clear process for 
dissemination of accurate 
information to all 
stakeholders (about the 
Mackenzie Gas Project). 

   

6.  Dissemination of information 
in a form that will be widely 
understood by all 
stakeholders. 

   

7. Procedure established for 
obtaining and sharing 

   

PROCEDURAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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accurate and credible 
technical or scientific 
information 
(known and unknown) about 
the project and 
potential/actual impacts. 

8. If necessary, resources are 
provided to stakeholders for 
data to be gathered and 
evaluated independently of 
the project proponent, which 
enables stakeholders to 
engage in informed 
participation/decision 
making. 

   

9. Procedures developed and 
implemented for redressing 
issues that may arise 
throughout the project’s 
lifetime. 

   

10. Procedures developed to 
address potential future 
impacts of the project, which 
may be unknown at its 
inception or where there are 
disagreements about 
potential impacts or risks that 
can only be answered at a 
later time (procedural 
solutions to substantive 
problems). 

   

11.  Realistic timelines and 
deadlines established and 
followed. 

X   / X (yes 
for 
establishing, 
no for 
following)

12. Process flexibility to adjust 
to changing circumstances or 
stakeholder needs. 

    

13. Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ procedural 
interests or concerns. 

   

1. Project proponent and 
stakeholders have engaged in 
relationship and trust-
building activities through a 
meaningful sequence of 
interactions throughout all 
phases of the project. 

   

2. Committed to consistent 
interaction between project 
proponent and stakeholders. 

   

RELATIONAL/ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INTERESTS/ NEEDS
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3. Proponent endeavored to 
make the stakeholders feel 
respected, listened to, and 
that they their interests were 
considered. 
 

   

4. The project proponent 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
stakeholders’ / community’s 
views related to substantive, 
procedural and 
relational/psychological 
issues related to the project. 

   

5. Project proponent considers 
the issues and needs raised 
by stakeholders to be 
worthwhile exploring and 
considering (legitimate/ 
valid). 

   

6. Project proponent 
demonstrates honest and 
sincere intention to respond 
to stakeholder concerns. 

   

7. 
* 

Stakeholders feel that they 
are respected players 
concerning issues related to 
the project. 

   

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ 
relational/psychological 
interests or concerns. 

   

1. Stakeholders and project 
proponent are able to obtain 
credible and accurate 
information/data about the 
project. 

   

2. Stakeholders and the project 
proponent are able to obtain 
accurate information about 
all parties’ issues, concerns 
and interests about the 
project. 

 
(sometimes)

3. Stakeholders and project 
proponent actively work to 
identify and address 
misinformation, 
misperceptions or 
disinformation (inaccurate 
information designed to skew 
stakeholder perceptions). 

   

4.  Common acceptable    

SUBSTANTIVE 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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7*= 
Repeat question of #3 in Relational/Psychological Interest/Needs – the answer to #3 was applied to this question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
6* = Repeat question of #5 in Substantive Interests/ Needs – the answer to #5 was applied to this question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

standards and criteria are 
developed to evaluate 
information related to the 
project that is gathered. 

5. Costs and benefits of the 
project (cultural, socio-
economic, environmental, 
etc.) are clearly defined and 
widely understood by all 
stakeholders. 

   

6. 
* 

The project’s physical and 
environmental impacts 
(impact on infrastructure, 
social services, economy, 
education, etc.)  are clearly 
defined and widely 
understood by all 
stakeholders. 

   

7. Project proponent clearly 
understands the 
stakeholders’/community’s 
views regarding substantive 
issues, interests and concerns 
related to the project. 

   

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ substantive 
interests or concerns. 

   

9. Project proponent has 
provided a reasonable 
explanation to stakeholders if 
their interests or concerns 
cannot be addressed or fully 
met. 

   

KEY: 
 = Proponent Answered “yes” – their intent was to 

satisfy this interest/ need. 
 
X = Proponent answered “no” – their intent was not 
to satisfy this interest/ need or they were unable to 
satisfy this interest/ need.
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Appendix 4: Imperial Oil’s Outcome Satisfaction Intent  

 

As can be seen through Imperial Oil’s Triangle of Satisfaction, Imperial Oil is the only 

proponent out of the three who indicated that its intent was to satisfy and address all of the 

interests/ needs noted under each outcome type in Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction. No gaps 

were identified in Imperial Oil’s public consultation process design when compared to Moore’s 

Triangle of Satisfaction, suggesting intent on part of the project operator to accomplish optimal 

stakeholder outcome satisfaction.  
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Appendix 5: ConocoPhillips Canada’s Outcome Satisfaction Intent  

 

ConocoPhillips Canada’s Triangle of Satisfaction showed two design gaps as compared 

to Moore’s Triangle of Satisfaction. These were its ability to establish and follow realistic 

timelines and deadlines (#11 listed under Procedural Interests/ Needs), as well as the 

stakeholders’ ability to obtain accurate information about all of the other parties’ issues, concerns 

and interests regarding the Mackenzie Gas Project (#2 listed under Substantive Interests/ Needs). 

Although all ConocoPhillips Canada interviewees provided an affirmative answer ( ) in regard 

to its intent to facilitate or satisfy #2, some doubt was expressed by one of the interviewees 

regarding consistency. However, research findings show that aside from #11 in the Procedural 

Outcome Satisfaction category and #2 in the Substantive Outcome Satisfaction category, 
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ConocoPhillips Canada’s public consultation program intended to satisfy all of the outcome 

satisfaction types and interests/ needs listed under each. This suggests that the intent of 

ConocoPhillips Canada’s public consultation process was to achieve near-optimal outcome 

satisfaction for its component of the Mackenzie Gas Project.  
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Appendix 6: Shell Canada’s Outcome Satisfaction Intent 

 

Shell Canada’s Triangle of Satisfaction shows a single gap as compared to Moore’s 

Triangle of Satisfaction. That gap was its ability to follow realistic timelines and deadlines, 

although its intent was to establish them (#11 listed under Procedural Interests/ Needs). Research 

findings show that aside from its ability to follow realistic timelines and deadlines, Shell 

Canada’s intent was to satisfy all of the outcome satisfaction types and interests/ needs listed 

under each. This suggests that the intent of Shell Canada’s public consultation process for its 

component of the Mackenzie Gas Project was also to achieve near-optimal outcome satisfaction.   
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Appendix 7: Interview Stage 2 Data Tabulation: Stakeholder ‘Big Picture’ Actual Outcome Satisfaction 

Christopher Moore’s 
Triangle of Satisfaction 

Interviewees (Stakeholders / Community Participants)  
- numbers correspond with participant interviewee numbers - 

 Total 

 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18  19  20  21 22 YES NO N/A 
 
 
1. 

Frequent contact with and easy 
access between stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

           / 
X 

  13.5 0.5 0 

 
2. 
 

Clear process goals established, 
articulated, widely understood 
and accepted by all 
stakeholders. 

  X X       X   11  3 0 

 
3. 
 

A defined and consistent 
process for answering questions 
and concerns of stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

          X X  12 2 0 

4a. Opportunity for stakeholders to 
be directly involved in 
generating solutions to 
concerns raised. 

       X  X  / 
X 

  11.5 2.5 0 

4b. Proponent took all stakeholder 
questions and concerns 
seriously and responded to 
them in a meaningful manner. 

 X            13 1 0 

4c. Mutually acceptable and 
credible procedure for 
collecting data and obtaining 
detailed answers to specific 
questions. 

         X  X  12 2 0 

5. Clear process for dissemination 
of accurate information to all 
stakeholders (about the 
Mackenzie Gas Project). 

      X    X X  11 3 0 

6.  Dissemination of information 
in a form that will be widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

 X X X        / 
X 

  10.5 3.5 0 

PROCEDURAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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7. Procedure established for 
obtaining and sharing accurate 
and credible technical or 
scientific information 
(known and unknown) about 
the project and potential/actual 
impacts. 

       X  X X   11 3 0 

8. If necessary, resources are 
provided to stakeholders for 
data to be gathered and 
evaluated independently of the 
project proponent, which 
enables stakeholders to engage 
in informed 
participation/decision making. 

  X X   X X  X X   8 6 0 

9. Procedures developed and 
implemented for redressing 
issues that may arise 
throughout the project’s 
lifetime. 

X          X X n/a 10 3 1 

10. Procedures developed to 
address potential future impacts 
of the project, which may be 
unknown at its inception or 
where there are disagreements 
about potential impacts or risks 
that can only be answered at a 
later time (procedural solutions 
to substantive problems). 

X X     X  X  X   9 5 0 

11.  Realistic timelines and 
deadlines established and 
followed. 

 X X X   X X      9 5 0 

12. Process flexibility to adjust to 
changing circumstances or 
stakeholder needs. 

 X     X  X   / 
X 

  10.5 3.5 0 
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13. Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ procedural 
interests or concerns. 

      X       13 1 0 

1. Project proponent and 
stakeholders have engaged in 
relationship and trust-building 
activities through a meaningful 
sequence of interactions 
throughout all phases of the 
project. 

X             13 1 0 

2. Committed to consistent 
interaction between project 
proponent and stakeholders. 

X X            12 2 0 

3. Proponent endeavored to make 
the stakeholders feel respected, 
listened to, and that their 
interests were considered. 
 

 X X X    / 
X 

   X   9.5 4.5 0 

4. The project proponent 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
stakeholders’ / community’s 
views related to substantive, 
procedural and 
relational/psychological issues 
related to the project. 

          X   13 1 0 

5. Project proponent considers the 
issues and needs raised by 
stakeholders to be worthwhile 
exploring and considering 
(legitimate/ valid). 

 X     X       12 2 0 

6. Project proponent demonstrates 
honest and sincere intention to 
respond to stakeholder 
concerns. 

             14 0 0 

RELATIONAL/ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INTERESTS/ NEEDS 
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7. 
* 

Stakeholders feel that they are 
respected players concerning 
issues related to the project. 

 X X  X    / 
X 

   X   9.5 4.5 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ 
relational/psychological 
interests or concerns. 
 

      X 
 

 
 

     13 1 0 

1. Stakeholders and project 
proponent are able to obtain 
credible and accurate 
information/data about the 
project. 

          X X 
 

 12 2 0 

2. Stakeholders and the project 
proponent are able to obtain 
accurate information about all 
parties’ issues, concerns and 
interests about the project. 

      X    X X  11 3 0 

3. Stakeholders and project 
proponent actively work to 
identify and address 
misinformation, misperceptions 
or disinformation (inaccurate 
information designed to skew 
stakeholder perceptions). 

X      X     X  11 3 0 

4.  Common acceptable standards 
and criteria are developed to 
evaluate information related to 
the project that is gathered. 

 n/a X X        n/a  10 2 2 

5. Costs and benefits of the 
project (cultural, socio-
economic, environmental, etc.) 
are clearly defined and widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

      X X X X  X  9 5 0 

6. 
* 

The project’s physical and 
environmental impacts (impact 
on infrastructure, social 

      X X X X  X  9 5 0 

SUBSTANTIVE 
INTERESTS/ NEEDS 
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7*= Repeat question of #3 in Relational/Psychological Interest/Needs – the answer to #3 was applied to this question. 

 8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
 6* = Repeat question of #5 in Substantive Interests/ Needs – the answer to #5 was applied to this question. 
 8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
 

 

services, economy, education, 
etc.)  are clearly defined and 
widely understood by all 
stakeholders. 

7. Project proponent clearly 
understands the 
stakeholders’/community’s 
views regarding substantive 
issues, interests and concerns 
related to the project. 

            / 
X 

 13.5 0.5 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ substantive 
interests or concerns. 

      X       13 1 0 

9. Project proponent has provided 
a reasonable explanation to 
stakeholders if their interests or 
concerns cannot be addressed 
or fully met. 

n/a n/a     X     / 
X 

  10.5 1.5 2 

KEY: 
 = Stakeholder answered “yes” – they experienced this interest/ need as 

part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 
X = Stakeholder answered “no” – they did not experience this interest/ need 
as part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 

/ X = Stakeholder answered “yes and no” – they at times experienced this 
interest/ need as part of the proponents’ public consultation process.  
n/a = Stakeholder did not answer this question – did not find it applicable to 
their experience with the public consultation process they participated in or 
left the answer blank. 
 
n/a = Stakeholder did not answer this question – did not find it applicable to 
their experience with the public consultation process they participated in or 
left the answer blank. 
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Appendix 8: Other Findings - Stakeholder ‘Big Picture’ Actual Outcome Satisfaction  

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction. Ranking second highest in this outcome satisfaction 

category were #4b (proponent took all stakeholder questions and concerns seriously and 

responded to them in a meaningful manner) and #13 (project proponent has taken significant 

tangible and measurable activities to address, if not fully satisfy, stakeholders’ procedural 

interests and concerns) each receiving 13 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ). This suggests that 

93% of respondents thought that these two interests/ needs had been satisfied and/or addressed 

while only 7% disagreed. Ranking third in the Procedural Outcome Satisfaction category were 

#3 (a defined and consistent process for answering questions and concerns of stakeholders and 

project proponent) and #4c (mutually acceptable and credible procedure for collecting data and 

obtaining detailed questions to specific answers) each having received 12 out of 14 affirmative 

replies ( ), suggesting that 86% of the respondents thought that the proponents had collectively 

satisfied and/or addressed these two interests/ needs, while 14% disagreed. 

#4a (opportunity for stakeholders to be directly involved in generating solutions to 

concerns raised) received 11.5 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ), indicating an 82% stakeholder 

outcome satisfaction and 18% dissatisfaction, while #2 (clear process goals established, 

articulated, widely understood and accepted by all stakeholders), #5 (clear process for 

disseminating accurate information to all stakeholders, and #7 (procedure established for 

obtaining and sharing accurate and credible technical or scientific information about the project 

and potential/ actual impacts) each received 11 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ). These indicate 

that for the procedural interests/ needs listed as #2, #5, and #7, 78% of the stakeholders 

interviewed thought the proponents had satisfied and/or addressed these while 22% thought that 

they had not.  Following these three at 10.5 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ) were #6 
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(dissemination of information in a form that is widely understood by all stakeholders), and #12 

(process flexibility to adjust to changing circumstances or stakeholder needs), while #9 

(procedures developed and implemented for readdressing issues that may arise throughout the 

project’s lifetime) was next with 10 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ). These findings suggest that 

75% of the stakeholders interviewed thought that the proponents’ processes were flexible enough 

to adjust to changing circumstances or stakeholder needs and that information had been 

disseminated to them in a form that they widely understood, while 25% of the respondents 

disagreed. Furthermore, 71% of the stakeholders interviewed thought that procedures had been 

developed and implemented by the proponents for readdressing issues that may arise throughout 

the Mackenzie Gas Project’s lifetime, while 29% thought these procedures had neither been 

developed nor implemented. Ranking second lowest in the Procedural Outcome Satisfaction 

category were #10 (procedures developed to address potential future impacts of the project, 

which may be unknown at the project’s inception) and #11 (realistic timelines and deadlines 

established and followed), which each received 9 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ). This suggests 

that 64% of all stakeholders interviewed thought that procedures were developed for addressing 

future impacts of the Mackenzie Gas Project that may only become known at a later time, and 

this same percentage of all stakeholders interviewed thought that realistic timelines and deadlines 

were both established and followed. 

Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction. Ranking second-highest in this 

category 13 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ) or 93% stakeholder outcome satisfaction were #1 

(project proponent and stakeholders have engaged in relationship and trust-building activities 

through a meaningful sequence of interactions throughout all phases of the project), #4 (project 

proponent demonstrated a clear understanding of stakeholders’/ communities’ views related to 
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substantive, procedural and or relational/ psychological issues related to the project), and #8* 

(project proponent has taken significant tangible and measurable activities to address, if not fully 

satisfy, stakeholders’ relational/ psychological interests or concerns). #8* is a repeat of #13 in the 

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction category and #8* in the Substantive Outcome Satisfaction 

category – it is the only interest/ need shared across all three outcome satisfaction types/ 

categories.  #2 (committed to consistent interaction between project proponent and stakeholders) 

and #5 (proponent considers the issues and needs raised by stakeholders to be worthwhile 

exploring and considering) each received 12 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ) or 86% outcome 

satisfaction. 

Substantive Outcome Satisfaction. #8* (proponent has taken significant tangible and 

measurable activities to address, if not fully satisfy, stakeholders’ substantive interests and 

concerns), received 13 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ) or 93% outcome satisfaction, while #1 

(stakeholders were able to obtain credible and accurate information/ data about the project) 

received 12 out of 14 affirmative replies ( )  indicating 86% outcome satisfaction with the 

remaining 14% believing that they were not able to obtain credible and accurate information/ 

data about the Mackenzie Gas Project. #2 (stakeholders and the project proponent are able to 

obtain accurate information about all parties’ issues, concerns and interests about the project) and 

#3 (stakeholders and project proponent actively work to identify and address misinformation, 

misperceptions or disinformation) both received 11 out of 14 affirmative replies ( ) or 78% 

outcome satisfaction, while #9 (proponent has provided a reasonable explanation to stakeholders 

if their interests or concerns cannot be addressed or fully met) received 10.5 out of 14 affirmative 

replies ( ) (75% outcome satisfaction) with 1.5 out of 14 stakeholders indicating a negative 

answer (11% of the respondents) and 2 stakeholders abstaining from answering the question 
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(14% of the respondents). #4 (common acceptable standards and criteria are developed to 

evaluate information related to the project that is gathered) received 10 out of 14 affirmative 

replies ( ) or 71% outcome satisfaction, with 2 stakeholders abstaining from answering this 

question (14% of respondents) and 2 indicating a negative reply (14% of respondents).
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Appendix 9: Data Tabulation – Taglu Gas Field Findings 

Christopher Moore’s 
Triangle of Satisfaction 

Interviewees (Stakeholders / 
Community Participants)  

- numbers correspond with 
participant interviewee 

numbers - 

Total 

14 16 17 18 22 YES NO N/A 
 
 
1. 

Frequent contact with and easy 
access between stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

    5 0 0 

 
2. 
 

Clear process goals established, 
articulated, widely understood 
and accepted by all 
stakeholders. 

    5 0 0 

 
3. 
 

A defined and consistent 
process for answering questions 
and concerns of stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

    5 0 0 

4a. Opportunity for stakeholders to 
be directly involved in 
generating solutions to 
concerns raised. 

 X  X 3 2 0 

4b. Proponent took all stakeholder 
questions and concerns 
seriously and responded to 
them in a meaningful manner. 

    5 0 0 

4c. Mutually acceptable and 
credible procedure for 
collecting data and obtaining 
detailed answers to specific 
questions. 

   X 4 1 0 

5. Clear process for dissemination 
of accurate information to all 
stakeholders (about the 
Mackenzie Gas Project). 

    5 0 0 

6.  Dissemination of information in 
a form that will be widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

    5 0 0 

7. Procedure established for 
obtaining and sharing accurate 
and credible technical or 
scientific information 
(known and unknown) about 
the project and potential/actual 
impacts. 

 X  X 3 2 0 

8. If necessary, resources are 
provided to stakeholders for 
data to be gathered and 
evaluated independently of the 
project proponent, which 
enables stakeholders to engage 
in informed 
participation/decision making. 

 X  X 3 2 0 

PROCEDURAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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9. Procedures developed and 
implemented for redressing 
issues that may arise 
throughout the project’s 
lifetime. 

    5 0 0 

10. Procedures developed to 
address potential future impacts 
of the project, which may be 
unknown at its inception or 
where there are disagreements 
about potential impacts or risks 
that can only be answered at a 
later time (procedural solutions 
to substantive problems). 

  X  4 1 0 

11.  Realistic timelines and 
deadlines established and 
followed. 

 X   4 1 0 

12. Process flexibility to adjust to 
changing circumstances or 
stakeholder needs. 

  X  4 1 0 

13. Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ procedural 
interests or concerns. 

    5 0 0 

1. Project proponent and 
stakeholders have engaged in 
relationship and trust-building 
activities through a meaningful 
sequence of interactions 
throughout all phases of the 
project. 

    5 0 0 

2. Committed to consistent 
interaction between project 
proponent and stakeholders. 

    5 0 0 

3. Proponent endeavored to make 
the stakeholders feel respected, 
listened to, and that their 
interests were considered. 
 

    5 0 0 

4. The project proponent 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
stakeholders’ / community’s 
views related to substantive, 
procedural and 
relational/psychological issues 
related to the project. 

    5 0 0 

5. Project proponent considers the 
issues and needs raised by 
stakeholders to be worthwhile 
exploring and considering 
(legitimate/ valid). 

    5 0 0 

6. Project proponent demonstrates     5 0 0 

RELATIONAL/ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INTERESTS/ NEEDS
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honest and sincere intention to 
respond to stakeholder 
concerns. 

7. 
* 

Stakeholders feel that they are 
respected players concerning 
issues related to the project. 

    5 0 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ 
relational/psychological 
interests or concerns. 
 
 

    5 0 0 

1. Stakeholders and project 
proponent are able to obtain 
credible and accurate 
information/data about the 
project. 

    5 0 0 

2. Stakeholders and the project 
proponent are able to obtain 
accurate information about all 
parties’ issues, concerns and 
interests about the project. 

    5 0 0 

3. Stakeholders and project 
proponent actively work to 
identify and address 
misinformation, misperceptions 
or disinformation (inaccurate 
information designed to skew 
stakeholder perceptions). 

    5 0 0 

4.  Common acceptable standards 
and criteria are developed to 
evaluate information related to 
the project that is gathered. 

    5 0 0 

5. Costs and benefits of the 
project (cultural, socio-
economic, environmental, etc.) 
are clearly defined and widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

 X X X 2 3 0 

6. 
* 

The project’s physical and 
environmental impacts (impact 
on infrastructure, social 
services, economy, education, 
etc.)  are clearly defined and 
widely understood by all 
stakeholders. 

 X X X 2 3 0 

7. Project proponent clearly 
understands the 
stakeholders’/community’s 
views regarding substantive 
issues, interests and concerns 
related to the project. 

    5 0 0 

SUBSTANTIVE 
INTERESTS/ NEEDS
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7*= Repeat question of #3 in Relational/Psychological Interest/Needs – the answer to #3 was applied to this 
question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
6* = Repeat question of #5 in Substantive Interests/ Needs – the answer to #5 was applied to this question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ substantive 
interests or concerns. 

    5 0 0 

9. Project proponent has provided 
a reasonable explanation to 
stakeholders if their interests or 
concerns cannot be addressed 
or fully met. 

    5 0 0 

KEY: 
 = Stakeholder answered “yes” – they experienced this interest/ need as 

part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 
X = Stakeholder answered “no” – they did not experience this interest/ need 
as part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 

/ X = Stakeholder answered “yes and no” – they at times experienced this 
interest/ need as part of the proponents’ public consultation process.  
 
n/a = Stakeholder did not answer this question – did not find it applicable to 
their experience with the public consultation process they participated in or 
left the answer blank. 
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Appendix 10: Other Findings – Taglu Gas Field Actual Outcome Satisfaction  

 Procedural Outcome Satisfaction. #4c (mutually acceptable and credible procedure for 

collecting data and obtaining detailed  answers to specific questions), #10 (procedures developed 

to address potential future impacts of the project, which may be unknown at its inception or 

where there are disagreements about potential impacts or risks that can only be answered at a 

later time - procedural solutions to substantive problems), #11 (realistic timelines and deadlines 

established and followed), and #12 (process flexibility to adjust to changing circumstances or 

stakeholder needs) each received 4 out of 5 affirmative replies ( ), indicating 80% outcome 

satisfaction and 20% outcome dissatisfaction. 
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Appendix 11: Data Tabulation – Parsons Lake and Niglintgak Gas Field Findings 

Christopher Moore’s 
Triangle of Satisfaction 

Interviewees (Stakeholders / 
Community Participants)  

- numbers correspond with 
participant interviewee numbers - 

Total 

14 16 17 18 20 22 YES NO N/A 
 
 
1. 

Frequent contact with and easy 
access between stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

     6 0 0 

 
2. 
 

Clear process goals established, 
articulated, widely understood 
and accepted by all 
stakeholders. 

     6 0 0 

 
3. 
 

A defined and consistent 
process for answering questions 
and concerns of stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

    X 5 1 0 

4a. Opportunity for stakeholders to 
be directly involved in 
generating solutions to 
concerns raised. 

 X  X  4 2 0 

4b. Proponent took all stakeholder 
questions and concerns 
seriously and responded to 
them in a meaningful manner. 

     6 0 0 

4c. Mutually acceptable and 
credible procedure for 
collecting data and obtaining 
detailed answers to specific 
questions. 

   X X 4 2 0 

5. Clear process for dissemination 
of accurate information to all 
stakeholders (about the 
Mackenzie Gas Project). 

    X 5 1 0 

6.  Dissemination of information in 
a form that will be widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

     6 0 0 

7. Procedure established for 
obtaining and sharing accurate 
and credible technical or 
scientific information 
(known and unknown) about 
the project and potential/actual 
impacts. 

 X  X  4 2 0 

8. If necessary, resources are 
provided to stakeholders for 
data to be gathered and 
evaluated independently of the 
project proponent, which 
enables stakeholders to engage 
in informed 
participation/decision making. 

 X  X  4 2 0 

PROCEDURAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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9. Procedures developed and 
implemented for redressing 
issues that may arise 
throughout the project’s 
lifetime. 

    X 5 1 0 

10. Procedures developed to 
address potential future impacts 
of the project, which may be 
unknown at its inception or 
where there are disagreements 
about potential impacts or risks 
that can only be answered at a 
later time (procedural solutions 
to substantive problems). 

  X   5 1 0 

11.  Realistic timelines and 
deadlines established and 
followed. 

 X    5 1 0 

12. Process flexibility to adjust to 
changing circumstances or 
stakeholder needs. 

  X   5 1 0 

13. Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ procedural 
interests or concerns. 

     6 0 0 

1. Project proponent and 
stakeholders have engaged in 
relationship and trust-building 
activities through a meaningful 
sequence of interactions 
throughout all phases of the 
project. 

     6 0 0 

2. Committed to consistent 
interaction between project 
proponent and stakeholders. 

     6 0 0 

3. Proponent endeavored to make 
the stakeholders feel respected, 
listened to, and that their 
interests were considered. 
 

     6 0 0 

4. The project proponent 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
stakeholders’ / community’s 
views related to substantive, 
procedural and 
relational/psychological issues 
related to the project. 

     6 0 0 

5. Project proponent considers the 
issues and needs raised by 
stakeholders to be worthwhile 
exploring and considering 
(legitimate/ valid). 

     6 0 0 

6. Project proponent demonstrates      6 0 0 

RELATIONAL/ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INTERESTS/ NEEDS
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honest and sincere intention to 
respond to stakeholder 
concerns. 

7. 
* 

Stakeholders feel that they are 
respected players concerning 
issues related to the project. 

     6 0 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ 
relational/psychological 
interests or concerns. 
 
 

     6 0 0 

1. Stakeholders and project 
proponent are able to obtain 
credible and accurate 
information/data about the 
project. 

    X 
 

5 1 0 

2. Stakeholders and the project 
proponent are able to obtain 
accurate information about all 
parties’ issues, concerns and 
interests about the project. 

    X 5 1 0 

3. Stakeholders and project 
proponent actively work to 
identify and address 
misinformation, misperceptions 
or disinformation (inaccurate 
information designed to skew 
stakeholder perceptions). 

    X 5 1 0 

4.  Common acceptable standards 
and criteria are developed to 
evaluate information related to 
the project that is gathered. 

    n/a 5 0 1 

5. Costs and benefits of the 
project (cultural, socio-
economic, environmental, etc.) 
are clearly defined and widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

 X X X X 2 4 0 

6. 
* 

The project’s physical and 
environmental impacts (impact 
on infrastructure, social 
services, economy, education, 
etc.)  are clearly defined and 
widely understood by all 
stakeholders. 

 X X X X 2 4 0 

7. Project proponent clearly 
understands the 
stakeholders’/community’s 
views regarding substantive 
issues, interests and concerns 
related to the project. 

     / 
X 

5.5 0.5 0 

SUBSTANTIVE 
INTERESTS/ NEEDS
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7*= Repeat question of #3 in Relational/Psychological Interest/Needs – the answer to #3 was applied to this 
question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
6* = Repeat question of #5 in Substantive Interests/ Needs – the answer to #5 was applied to this question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ substantive 
interests or concerns. 

     6 0 0 

9. Project proponent has provided 
a reasonable explanation to 
stakeholders if their interests or 
concerns cannot be addressed 
or fully met. 

     6 0 0 

KEY: 
 = Stakeholder answered “yes” – they experienced this interest/ need as 

part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 
X = Stakeholder answered “no” – they did not experience this interest/ need 
as part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 

/ X = Stakeholder answered “yes and no” – they at times experienced this 
interest/ need as part of the proponents’ public consultation process.  
 
n/a = Stakeholder did not answer this question – did not find it applicable to 
their experience with the public consultation process they participated in or 
left the answer blank. 
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Appendix 12: Other Findings – Parsons Lake & Niglintgak Gas Field Actual Outcome 

Satisfaction  

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction. 6 of the 15 interests/ needs – #3 (a defined and 

consistent process for answering questions and concerns of stakeholders and project proponent), 

#5 (clear process for dissemination of accurate information to all stakeholders), #9 (procedures 

developed and implemented for redressing issues that may arise throughout the project’s 

lifetime), #10 (procedures developed to address potential future impacts of the project, which 

may be unknown at its inception or where there are disagreements about potential impacts or 

risks that can only be answered at a later time  

- procedural solutions to substantive problems), #11 (realistic timelines and deadlines established 

and followed), and #12 (process flexibility to adjust to changing circumstances or stakeholder 

needs) – received 5 out of 6 affirmative replies ( ) indicating 83% outcome satisfaction. 

Substantive Outcome Satisfaction. #7 (project proponent clearly understands the 

stakeholders’/ community’s views regarding substantive issues, interests and concerns related to 

the project)  received 5.5 out of 6 affirmative replies ( ) indicating that 92% of the stakeholders 

interviewed thought that the proponent clearly understood their views regarding substantive 

issues, interests, and concerns related to the Mackenzie Gas Project, while 8% disagreed. #1 

(stakeholders and project proponent are able to obtain credible and accurate information/data 

about the project), #2 (stakeholders and the project proponent are able to obtain accurate 

information about all parties’ issues, concerns and interests about the project), # 3 (stakeholders 

and project proponent actively work to identify and address misinformation, misperceptions or 

disinformation - inaccurate information designed to skew stakeholder perceptions), and #4 

(common acceptable standards and criteria are developed to evaluate information related to the 
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project that is gathered) all received 5 out of 6 affirmative replies (83% outcome satisfaction), 

with #4 being the only interest/ need that did not receive any negative replies but rather an 

abstention. 
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Appendix 13: Data Tabulation – Mackenzie Gathering System Findings 

 
Christopher Moore’s 

Triangle of Satisfaction 
Interviewees (Stakeholders / Community 

Participants)  
- numbers correspond with participant 

interviewee numbers - 

Total 

14 16 17 18 9 11 12  22 YES NO N/A 
 
 
1. 

Frequent contact with 
and easy access 
between stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

       8 0 0 

 
2. 
 

Clear process goals 
established, articulated, 
widely understood and 
accepted by all 
stakeholders. 

     X X 6 2 0 

 
3. 
 

A defined and 
consistent process for 
answering questions 
and concerns of 
stakeholders and 
project proponent. 

       8 0 0 

4a. Opportunity for 
stakeholders to be 
directly involved in 
generating solutions to 
concerns raised. 

 X  X    6 2 0 

4b. Proponent took all 
stakeholder questions 
and concerns seriously 
and responded to them 
in a meaningful 
manner. 

       8 0 0 

4c. Mutually acceptable 
and credible procedure 
for collecting data and 
obtaining detailed 
answers to specific 
questions. 

   X    7 1 0 

5. Clear process for 
dissemination of 
accurate information to 
all stakeholders (about 
the Mackenzie Gas 
Project). 

       8 0 0 

6.  Dissemination of 
information in a form 
that will be widely 
understood by all 
stakeholders. 

     X X 6 2 0 

7. Procedure established 
for obtaining and 
sharing accurate and 

 X  X    6 2 0 

PROCED- 
URAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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credible technical or 
scientific information 
(known and unknown) 
about the project and 
potential/actual 
impacts. 

8. If necessary, resources 
are provided to 
stakeholders for data to 
be gathered and 
evaluated 
independently of the 
project proponent, 
which enables 
stakeholders to engage 
in informed 
participation/decision 
making. 

 X  X  X X 4 4 0 

9. Procedures developed 
and implemented for 
redressing issues that 
may arise throughout 
the project’s lifetime. 

    X   7 1 0 

10. Procedures developed 
to address potential 
future impacts of the 
project, which may be 
unknown at its 
inception or where 
there are disagreements 
about potential impacts 
or risks that can only 
be answered at a later 
time (procedural 
solutions to substantive 
problems). 

  X  X   6 2 0 

11.  Realistic timelines and 
deadlines established 
and followed. 

 X    X X 5 3 0 

12. Process flexibility to 
adjust to changing 
circumstances or 
stakeholder needs. 

  X     7 1 0 

13. Project proponent has 
taken significant 
tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully 
satisfy, stakeholders’ 
procedural interests or 
concerns. 

       8 0 0 

1. Project proponent and 
stakeholders have 
engaged in relationship 
and trust-building 

    X   7 1 0 RELATIONAL/ 
PSYCHOLOG- 
ICAL  
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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activities through a 
meaningful sequence 
of interactions 
throughout all phases 
of the project. 

2. Committed to 
consistent interaction 
between project 
proponent and 
stakeholders. 

    X   7 1 0 

3. Proponent endeavored 
to make the 
stakeholders feel 
respected, listened to, 
and that their interests 
were considered. 
 

     X X 6 2 0 

4. The project proponent 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
stakeholders’ / 
community’s views 
related to substantive, 
procedural and 
relational/psychologica
l issues related to the 
project. 

       8 0 0 

5. Project proponent 
considers the issues 
and needs raised by 
stakeholders to be 
worthwhile exploring 
and considering 
(legitimate/ valid). 

       8 0 0 

6. Project proponent 
demonstrates honest 
and sincere intention to 
respond to stakeholder 
concerns. 

       8 0 0 

7. * Stakeholders feel that 
they are respected 
players concerning 
issues related to the 
project. 

     X  X 6 2 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has 
taken significant 
tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully 
satisfy, stakeholders’ 
relational/psychologica
l interests or concerns. 
 
 
 

       8 0 0 
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1. Stakeholders and 
project proponent are 
able to obtain credible 
and accurate 
information/data about 
the project. 

       8 0 0 

2. Stakeholders and the 
project proponent are 
able to obtain accurate 
information about all 
parties’ issues, 
concerns and interests 
about the project. 

       8 0 0 

3. Stakeholders and 
project proponent 
actively work to 
identify and address 
misinformation, 
misperceptions or 
disinformation 
(inaccurate information 
designed to skew 
stakeholder 
perceptions). 

    X   7 1 0 

4.  Common acceptable 
standards and criteria 
are developed to 
evaluate information 
related to the project 
that is gathered. 

     X X 6 2 0 

5. Costs and benefits of 
the project (cultural, 
socio-economic, 
environmental, etc.) are 
clearly defined and 
widely understood by 
all stakeholders. 

 X X X    5 3 0 

6. 
* 

The project’s physical 
and environmental 
impacts (impact on 
infrastructure, social 
services, economy, 
education, etc.)  are 
clearly defined and 
widely understood by 
all stakeholders. 

 X X X    5 3 0 

SUBSTANTIVE 
INTERESTS/  
NEEDS
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7*= Repeat question of #3 in Relational/Psychological Interest/Needs – the answer to #3 was applied to this 
question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
6* = Repeat question of #5 in Substantive Interests/ Needs – the answer to #5 was applied to this question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Project proponent 
clearly understands the 
stakeholders’/communi
ty’s views regarding 
substantive issues, 
interests and concerns 
related to the project. 

       8 0 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has 
taken significant 
tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully 
satisfy, stakeholders’ 
substantive interests or 
concerns. 

       8 0 0 

9. Project proponent has 
provided a reasonable 
explanation to 
stakeholders if their 
interests or concerns 
cannot be addressed or 
fully met. 

    n/a   7 0 1 

KEY: 
 = Stakeholder answered “yes” – they experienced this interest/ need as 

part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 
X = Stakeholder answered “no” – they did not experience this interest/ need 
as part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 

/ X = Stakeholder answered “yes and no” – they at times experienced this 
interest/ need as part of the proponents’ public consultation process.  
 
n/a = Stakeholder did not answer this question – did not find it applicable to 
their experience with the public consultation process they participated in or 
left the answer blank. 
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Appendix 14: Other Findings – Mackenzie Gathering System Actual Outcome Satisfaction  

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction. #4c (mutually acceptable and credible procedure for 

collecting data and obtaining detailed answers to specific questions), #9 (procedures developed 

and implemented for redressing issues that may arise throughout the project’s lifetime), and #12 

(process flexibility to adjust to changing circumstances or stakeholder needs) each received 7 out 

of 8 affirmative replies ( ) indicating 88% outcome satisfaction with each, while #2 (clear 

process goals established, articulated, widely understood and accepted by all stakeholders), #4a 

(a clear process that enables direct participation in raising questions and concerns), #6 

(dissemination of information in a form that will be widely understood by all stakeholders), #7 

(procedure established for obtaining and sharing accurate and credible technical or scientific 

information (known and unknown) about the project and potential/actual impacts), and #10 

(procedures developed to address potential future impacts of the project, which may be unknown 

at its inception or where there are disagreements about potential impacts or risks that can only be 

answered at a later time - procedural solutions to substantive problems) each received 6 out of 8 

affirmative replies ( ) or 75% outcome satisfaction. Scoring second lowest in this outcome 

satisfaction category was #11 (realistic timelines and deadlines established and followed) with 5 

out of 8 affirmative replies ( ), which suggests that 63% of the stakeholders interviewed thought 

that realistic timelines and deadlines were established and followed and 37% did not. 

Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction. #1(project proponent and stakeholders 

have engaged in relationship and trust-building activities through a meaningful sequence of 

interactions throughout all phases of the project) and #2 (commitment to consistent interaction 

between project proponent and stakeholders) each received 7 out of 8 affirmative replies ( ) 

indicating 88% outcome satisfaction in relation the project proponent engaging in relationship 
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and trust-building activities through a meaningful sequence of interactions during all of the 

phases of the project including a committed to consistent interaction between the proponents and 

stakeholders.   

Substantive Outcome Satisfaction. #3 (Stakeholders and project proponent actively 

work to identify and address misinformation, misperceptions or disinformation - inaccurate 

information designed to skew stakeholder perceptions) and #9 (project proponent has provided a 

reasonable explanation to stakeholders if their interests or concerns cannot be addressed or fully 

met) each received 7 out of 8 affirmative replies ( ), with the difference being that no negative 

replies were indicated for #9 but rather and abstention. #6 received 6 out of 8 affirmative replies 

( ) or 75% outcome satisfaction.  
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Appendix 15: Data Tabulation – Inuvialuit Settlement Region Findings 

Christopher Moore’s 
Triangle of Satisfaction 

Interviewees (Stakeholders / Community 
Participants)  

- numbers correspond with participant 
interviewee numbers - 

Total 

14 16 17 18 19 20 22 YES NO N/A 
 
 
1. 

Frequent contact with and easy 
access between stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

     / 
X 

 6.5 0.5 0 

 
2. 
 

Clear process goals established, 
articulated, widely understood 
and accepted by all 
stakeholders. 

    X  6 1 0 

 
3. 
 

A defined and consistent 
process for answering questions 
and concerns of stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

    X X 5 2 0 

4a. Opportunity for stakeholders to 
be directly involved in 
generating solutions to 
concerns raised. 

 X  X  / 
X 

 4.5 2.5 0 

4b. Proponent took all stakeholder 
questions and concerns 
seriously and responded to 
them in a meaningful manner. 

      7 0 0 

4c. Mutually acceptable and 
credible procedure for 
collecting data and obtaining 
detailed answers to specific 
questions. 

   X  X 5 2 0 

5. Clear process for dissemination 
of accurate information to all 
stakeholders (about the 
Mackenzie Gas Project). 

    X X 5 2 0 

6.  Dissemination of information in 
a form that will be widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

     / 
X 

 6.5 0.5 0 

7. Procedure established for 
obtaining and sharing accurate 
and credible technical or 
scientific information 
(known and unknown) about 
the project and potential/actual 
impacts. 

 X  X X  4 3 0 

8. If necessary, resources are 
provided to stakeholders for 
data to be gathered and 
evaluated independently of the 
project proponent, which 
enables stakeholders to engage 
in informed 
participation/decision making. 

 X  X X  4 3 0 

PROCEDURAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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9. Procedures developed and 
implemented for redressing 
issues that may arise 
throughout the project’s 
lifetime. 

    X X 5 2 0 

10. Procedures developed to 
address potential future impacts 
of the project, which may be 
unknown at its inception or 
where there are disagreements 
about potential impacts or risks 
that can only be answered at a 
later time (procedural solutions 
to substantive problems). 

  X  X  5 2 0 

11.  Realistic timelines and 
deadlines established and 
followed. 

 X     6 1 0 

12. Process flexibility to adjust to 
changing circumstances or 
stakeholder needs. 

  X   / 
X 

 6 1 0 

13. Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ procedural 
interests or concerns. 

      7 0 0 

1. Project proponent and 
stakeholders have engaged in 
relationship and trust-building 
activities through a meaningful 
sequence of interactions 
throughout all phases of the 
project. 

      7 0 0 

2. Committed to consistent 
interaction between project 
proponent and stakeholders. 

      7 0 0 

3. Proponent endeavored to make 
the stakeholders feel respected, 
listened to, and that they their 
interests were considered. 
 

    X  6 1 0 

4. The project proponent 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
stakeholders’ / community’s 
views related to substantive, 
procedural and 
relational/psychological issues 
related to the project. 

    X  6 1 0 

5. Project proponent considers the 
issues and needs raised by 
stakeholders to be worthwhile 
exploring and considering 
(legitimate/ valid). 

      7 0 0 

6. Project proponent demonstrates       7 0 0 

RELATIONAL/ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INTERESTS/  
NEEDS
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honest and sincere intention to 
respond to stakeholder 
concerns. 

7. 
* 

Stakeholders feel that they are 
respected players concerning 
issues related to the project. 

    X  6 1 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ 
relational/psychological 
interests or concerns. 
 
 

      7 0 0 

1. Stakeholders and project 
proponent are able to obtain 
credible and accurate 
information/data about the 
project. 

    X X 
 

5 2 0 

2. Stakeholders and the project 
proponent are able to obtain 
accurate information about all 
parties’ issues, concerns and 
interests about the project. 

    X X 5 2 0 

3. Stakeholders and project 
proponent actively work to 
identify and address 
misinformation, misperceptions 
or disinformation (inaccurate 
information designed to skew 
stakeholder perceptions). 

     X 6 1 0 

4.  Common acceptable standards 
and criteria are developed to 
evaluate information related to 
the project that is gathered. 

     n/a 6 0 1 

5. Costs and benefits of the 
project (cultural, socio-
economic, environmental, etc.) 
are clearly defined and widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

 X X X  X 3 4 0 

6. 
* 

The project’s physical and 
environmental impacts (impact 
on infrastructure, social 
services, economy, education, 
etc.)  are clearly defined and 
widely understood by all 
stakeholders. 

 X X X  X 3 4 0 

7. Project proponent clearly 
understands the 
stakeholders’/community’s 
views regarding substantive 
issues, interests and concerns 
related to the project. 

      / 
X 

6.5 0.5 0 

SUBSTANTIVE 
INTERESTS/  
NEEDS
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7*= Repeat question of #3 in Relational/Psychological Interest/Needs – the answer to #3 was applied to this 
question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
6* = Repeat question of #5 in Substantive Interests/ Needs – the answer to #5 was applied to this question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ substantive 
interests or concerns. 

      7 0 0 

9. Project proponent has provided 
a reasonable explanation to 
stakeholders if their interests or 
concerns cannot be addressed 
or fully met. 

     / 
X 

 6.5 0.5 0 

KEY: 
 = Stakeholder answered “yes” – they experienced this interest/ need as 

part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 
X = Stakeholder answered “no” – they did not experience this interest/ need 
as part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 

/ X = Stakeholder answered “yes and no” – they at times experienced this 
interest/ need as part of the proponents’ public consultation process.  
 
n/a = Stakeholder did not answer this question – did not find it applicable to 
their experience with the public consultation process they participated in or 
left the answer blank. 
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Appendix 16: Other Findings – Inuvialuit Settlement Region Actual Outcome Satisfaction  

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction. #1 (Frequent contact with and easy access between 

all stakeholders and project proponent) and #6 (dissemination of information in a form that will 

be widely understood by all stakeholders) in this category received 6.5 out of 7 affirmative 

replies ( ) indicating that 93% of the stakeholders interviewed experienced frequent contact with 

and easy access to the proponents and thought that information was disseminated to them in a 

form that they widely understood. #2 (clear process goals established, articulated, widely 

understood and accepted by all stakeholders), #11 (realistic timelines and deadlines established 

and followed) , and #12 (process flexibility to adjust to changing circumstances or stakeholder 

needs)  all received 6 out of 7 affirmative replies ( )  indicating 86% of the interviewees thought 

clear process goals had been established, widely understood and accepted by all stakeholders, 

that realistic timelines were both established and followed, and that the proponents’ public 

consultation processes were able to adjust to the changing circumstances or the needs of 

stakeholders. #3 (a defined and consistent process for answering questions and concerns of 

stakeholders and project proponent) , #4c (a mutually acceptable and credible procedure for 

collecting data and obtaining detailed answers to specific questions), #5 (clear process for 

dissemination of accurate information to all stakeholders), #9 (procedures developed and 

implemented for redressing issues that may arise throughout the project’s lifetime), and #10 

(procedures developed to address potential future impacts of the project, which may be unknown 

at its inception or where there are disagreements about potential impacts or risks that can only be 

answered at a later time - procedural solutions to substantive problems) received 5 out of 7 

affirmative replies ( ) indicating 71% outcome satisfaction with each of those interests/ needs. 
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Substantive Outcome Satisfaction. #7 (Project proponent clearly understands the 

stakeholders’/community’s views regarding substantive issues, interests and concerns related to 

the project)  and #9 (project proponent has provided a reasonable explanation to stakeholders if 

their interests or concerns cannot be addressed or fully met ) each received 6.5 out of 7 

affirmative replies ( ) 93% outcome satisfaction, while #3 (stakeholders and project proponent 

actively work to identify and address misinformation, misperceptions or disinformation -

inaccurate information designed to skew stakeholder perceptions) and #4 (Common acceptable 

standards and criteria are developed to evaluate information related to the project that is 

gathered) each received 6 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) – although #4 did not receive any 

negative replies but rather an abstention –  indicating that 75% of interviewees thought the 

proponents actively worked to address any misinformation, misperceptions and disinformation, 

and that common acceptable standards were developed to evaluate the information related to the 

project.   
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Appendix 17: Data Tabulation – Sahtu Settlement Area Findings 

Christopher Moore’s 
Triangle of Satisfaction 

Interviewees (Stakeholders / Community 
Participants)  

- numbers correspond with participant 
interviewee numbers - 

Total 

9 10 11 12 13 15 21 YES NO N/A 
 
 
1. 

Frequent contact with and easy 
access between stakeholders 
and project proponent. 

       7 0 0 

 
2. 
 

Clear process goals 
established, articulated, widely 
understood and accepted by all 
stakeholders. 

  X X    5 2 0 

 
3. 
 

A defined and consistent 
process for answering 
questions and concerns of 
stakeholders and project 
proponent. 

       7 0 0 

4a. Opportunity for stakeholders to 
be directly involved in 
generating solutions to 
concerns raised. 

       7 0 0 

4b. Proponent took all stakeholder 
questions and concerns 
seriously and responded to 
them in a meaningful manner. 

 X      6 1 0 

4c. Mutually acceptable and 
credible procedure for 
collecting data and obtaining 
detailed answers to specific 
questions. 

       7 0 0 

5. Clear process for dissemination 
of accurate information to all 
stakeholders (about the 
Mackenzie Gas Project). 

     X  6 1 0 

6.  Dissemination of information 
in a form that will be widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

 X X X    4 3 0 

7. Procedure established for 
obtaining and sharing accurate 
and credible technical or 
scientific information 
(known and unknown) about 
the project and potential/actual 
impacts. 

       7 0 0 

8. If necessary, resources are 
provided to stakeholders for 
data to be gathered and 
evaluated independently of the 
project proponent, which 
enables stakeholders to engage 
in informed 
participation/decision making. 

  X X  X  4 3 0 

PROCEDURAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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9. Procedures developed and 
implemented for redressing 
issues that may arise 
throughout the project’s 
lifetime. 

X      n/a 5 1 1 

10. Procedures developed to 
address potential future 
impacts of the project, which 
may be unknown at its 
inception or where there are 
disagreements about potential 
impacts or risks that can only 
be answered at a later time 
(procedural solutions to 
substantive problems). 

X X    X  4 3 0 

11.  Realistic timelines and 
deadlines established and 
followed. 

 X X X  X  3 4 0 

12. Process flexibility to adjust to 
changing circumstances or 
stakeholder needs. 

 X    X  5 2 0 

13. Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ procedural 
interests or concerns. 

     X  6 1 0 

1. Project proponent and 
stakeholders have engaged in 
relationship and trust-building 
activities through a meaningful 
sequence of interactions 
throughout all phases of the 
project. 

X       6 1 0 

2. Committed to consistent 
interaction between project 
proponent and stakeholders. 

X X      5 2 0 

3. Proponent endeavored to make 
the stakeholders feel respected, 
listened to, and that they their 
interests were considered. 

 X X X   / 
X 

 3.5 3.5 0 

4. The project proponent 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
stakeholders’ / community’s 
views related to substantive, 
procedural and 
relational/psychological issues 
related to the project. 

       7 0 0 

5. Project proponent considers the 
issues and needs raised by 
stakeholders to be worthwhile 
exploring and considering 
(legitimate/ valid). 

 X    X  5 2 0 

6. Project proponent demonstrates        7 0 0 

RELATIONAL/ 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
INTERESTS/
NEEDS
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honest and sincere intention to 
respond to stakeholder 
concerns. 

7. 
* 

Stakeholders feel that they are 
respected players concerning 
issues related to the project. 

 X X  X   / 
X 

 3.5 3.5 0 

8. 
* 

Project proponent has taken 
significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ 
relational/psychological 
interests or concerns. 

     X  6 1 0 

1. Stakeholders and project 
proponent are able to obtain 
credible and accurate 
information/data about the 
project. 

       7 0 0 

2. Stakeholders and the project 
proponent are able to obtain 
accurate information about all 
parties’ issues, concerns and 
interests about the project. 

     X  6 1 0 

3. Stakeholders and project 
proponent actively work to 
identify and address 
misinformation, 
misperceptions or 
disinformation (inaccurate 
information designed to skew 
stakeholder perceptions). 

X     X  5 2 0 

4.  Common acceptable standards 
and criteria are developed to 
evaluate information related to 
the project that is gathered. 

 n/a X X    4 2 1 

5. Costs and benefits of the 
project (cultural, socio-
economic, environmental, etc.) 
are clearly defined and widely 
understood by all stakeholders. 

     X  6 1 0 

6. 
* 

The project’s physical and 
environmental impacts (impact 
on infrastructure, social 
services, economy, education, 
etc.)  are clearly defined and 
widely understood by all 
stakeholders. 

     X  6 1 0 

7. Project proponent clearly 
understands the 
stakeholders’/community’s 
views regarding substantive 
issues, interests and concerns 
related to the project. 

       7 0 0 

8. Project proponent has taken      X  6 1 0 

SUBSTANTIVE 
INTERESTS/  
NEEDS
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7*= Repeat question of #3 in Relational/Psychological Interest/Needs – the answer to #3 was applied to this 
question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 
6* = Repeat question of #5 in Substantive Interests/ Needs – the answer to #5 was applied to this question. 
8* = Repeat question of #13 in Procedural Interests/Needs – the answer to #13 was applied to this question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* significant tangible and 
measurable activities to 
address, if not fully satisfy, 
stakeholders’ substantive 
interests or concerns. 

9. Project proponent has provided 
a reasonable explanation to 
stakeholders if their interests or 
concerns cannot be addressed 
or fully met. 

n/a n/a    X  4 1 2 

KEY: 
 = Stakeholder answered “yes” – they experienced this interest/ need as 

part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 
X = Stakeholder answered “no” – they did not experience this interest/ need 
as part of the proponents’ public consultation process(es). 
 

/ X = Stakeholder answered “yes and no” – they at times experienced this 
interest/ need as part of the proponents’ public consultation process.  
 
n/a = Stakeholder did not answer this question – did not find it applicable to 
their experience with the public consultation process they participated in or 
left the answer blank. 
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Appendix 18: Other Findings – Sahtu Settlement Area Actual Outcome Satisfaction  

Procedural Outcome Satisfaction. Receiving 6 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) each 

were #4b (taking all questions and concerns seriously and responding to them in a meaningful 

manner), #5 (clear process for dissemination of accurate information to all stakeholders), and 

#13 (project proponent has taken significant tangible and measurable activities to address, if not 

fully satisfy, stakeholders’ procedural interests or concerns), suggesting 86% outcome 

satisfaction, while #2 (clear process goals established, articulated, widely understood and 

accepted by all stakeholders), #9 (procedures developed and implemented for redressing issues 

that may arise throughout the project’s lifetime), and #12 (process flexibility to adjust to 

changing circumstances or stakeholder needs)  all received 5 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) with 

#9 including an abstention. Ranking second lowest in this category were #6 (dissemination of 

information in a form that will be widely understood by all stakeholders), #8 (if necessary, 

resources are provided to stakeholders for data to be gathered and evaluated independently of the 

project proponent, which enables stakeholders to engage in informed participation/decision 

making), and #10 (Procedures developed to address potential future impacts of the project, which 

may be unknown at its inception or where there are disagreements about potential impacts or 

risks that can only be answered at a later time - procedural solutions to substantive problems) 

with 4 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) each or 57% outcome satisfaction.  

Relational/ Psychological Outcome Satisfaction. #1 (project proponent and 

stakeholders have engaged in relationship and trust-building activities through a meaningful 

sequence of interactions throughout all phases of the project) and #8* (project proponent has 

taken significant tangible and measurable activities to address, if not fully satisfy, stakeholders’ 

relational/psychological interests or concerns) each received 6 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) or 
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86% outcome satisfaction, while #2 (commitment to consistent interaction between project 

proponent and stakeholder) and #5 (project proponent considers the issues and needs raised by 

stakeholders to be worthwhile exploring and considering) each received 5 out of 7 affirmative 

replies ( )  or 71% outcome satisfaction. 

Substantive Outcome Satisfaction. #2 (stakeholders and the project proponent are able 

to obtain accurate information about all parties’ issues, concerns and interests about the project), 

#5 (costs and benefits of the project – cultural, socio-economic, environmental, etc – are clearly 

defined and widely understood by all stakeholders), #6* (the project’s physical and 

environmental impacts (impact on infrastructure, social services, economy, education, etc.) are 

clearly defined and widely understood by all stakeholders), and #8* (project proponent has taken 

significant tangible and measurable activities to address, if not fully satisfy, stakeholders’ 

substantive interests or concerns) each received 6 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) or 86% 

outcome satisfaction, while #3 (stakeholders and project proponent actively work to identify and 

address misinformation, misperceptions or disinformation – inaccurate information designed to 

skew stakeholder perceptions) received 5 out of 7 affirmative replies ( ) or 71% outcome 

satisfaction. 
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Appendix 19: Data Tabulation – Mediation Findings 

 
Could the use of mediation have changed/ impacted the stakeholders’ satisfaction with the public consultation process? Could it 
benefit future similar processes? 

INTERVIEWEE # CONSULTED BY YES NO MAYBE COMMENTS
9 Imperial Oil    

 
The process was good overall, and there would be no benefit in involving a mediator. 

10 Imperial Oil    A mediator is not in our best interest. He/she would not work in the advantage of 
Northerners because industry standards would be used to mediate (all mediators have 
a guide that guides their mediation process, and this is currently one-sided to be in the 
advantage of industry). Aboriginal peoples would have to have greater input in the 
activities of a mediator to make it a two-sided process. 

11 Imperial Oil    Issues that were brought up would go to the human rights board for arbitration. 
Nobody thought of using a mediator because other mechanisms were in place to 
resolve issues that the proponent and stakeholders couldn’t resolve themselves, such 
as the JRP and NEB hearings as well as the human rights board. 

12 Imperial Oil    
 

 

13 Imperial Oil    As long as proponents are open and listen to the people as well as get back with 
answers, there is no need for mediation. Mediation only occurs when communication 
fails. We knew we were getting project feedback and that the proponent really took a 
thoughtful approach to getting our questions and concerns answered. In such a 
process with good communication, there is no need for mediation. 

14 Imperial Oil 
ConocoPhillips 
Shell 

   Mediation wasn’t required because the companies and people communicated very 
well and all that was questioned was answered. Mediation could possibly have a more 
proactive rather than reactive role in future similar processes.  

15 Imperial Oil    No issues were run into that mediation would have helped with. We are a strong 
community and feel that we can do it on our own. The community has lost interest in 
the Mackenzie Gas Project due to the length of time it has taken to get the project 
approved – nothing, including mediation, could have helped us at that point. 

16 Imperial Oil 
ConocoPhillips 
Shell 

   It would have helped facilitate better communication to clarify what was asked and 
answered. It might have helped speed-up the process. 
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17 Imperial Oil 
ConocoPhillips 
Shell 

   There were no disagreements between the parties that would have required a 
mediator. 

18 Imperial Oil 
ConocoPhillips 
Shell 

   A mediator would not have done much to impact the process. A situation never arose 
that required dispute resolution to be sent to mediation – issues that couldn’t be 
resolved were sent to the JRP (Joint Review Panel). Also, there was no indication of 
interest in mediation. 

19 Imperial Oil     
20 Imperial Oil 

ConocoPhillips 
Shell 

    

21 Imperial Oil    No need if consultation was well done by the company. 
22 Imperial Oil 

ConocoPhillips 
Shell 

   Neutral position. 

 TOTAL: 1 10 3  

 
 


